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A Spatial Analysis of the Ghost Cave (24YL2) Archaeological
Assemblage.
Director: Dee C. Taylor
An analysis of artifacts recovered from Ghost Cave was conducted
to determine the spatial distribution of artifacts and features.
Spatial patterning of cultural remains was studied to determine the
range of activities and behaviors occurring at the site, and its
function.
Available locational and descriptive information for each of the
2164 artifacts within the Ghost Cave assemblage was placed in a
computer data base for analysis. A second data base containing
similar information from excavation field notes was also
constructed. Finally, historical research of the site excavation,
cataloging, analysis and artifact curation was conducted.
Maps of artifact distributions were generated by hand and by the
computer using the SYMAP and ASPEX software programs. The following
patterns were examined, (i) the distribution of all cultural
materials across the site, (ii) the distributions of single classes
and types of patterned tools, (iii) the comparative distribution of
cultural materials on three landforms, the upper cave terrace, the
terrace slope, and the lower cave terrace, and (iv) the spatial
distribution and make up of cultural materials in the vicinity of
hearths.
The study here shows that (1) cultural materials in Ghost Cave
tend to cluster in at least three distinct concentrations which are
interpreted as dump zones. (2) Most cultural items found in Ghost
Cave were recovered on the terrace slope near the mouth of the
cave. This may have been the result of people's "house cleaning"
efforts, dumping garbage from the cave's upper terrace downslope.
(3) broken projectile points, endscrapers (which make up over 60%
of the assemblage) and hearths tend to occur together in the site.
This is interpreted to be the result of rehafting and retooling
activity by the cave's occupants.
Such intensive hunting kit
maintenance activity is possibly associated with communal hunting
by the site occupants. (4) By-products from shell processing and
ceremonial activities are present in the site assemblage suggesting
that these activities also occurred in or near Ghost Cave. (5) My
comparison of assemblages from Ghost Cave and nearby Pictograph
Cave shows evidence that different activities occurred at these
locations. Future research at the Pictograph Cave complex has the
potential to
identify discrete intrasite activity patterns and
prehistoric social behavior.
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Introduction
Ghost Cave is a sandstone rockshelter located in the Yellowstone
River valley of south-central Montana in the Northwestern Plains
geographic province.

The site lies within the Bitter Creek drainage

approximately three miles upstream from its mouth near Billings,
Montana.
Ghost Cave is one of three caves formed within a south-facing
exposure of the Eagle Sandstone formation which reaches a height of
over 100 feet.

These caves and the gulch in which they have formed

contain evidence of prehistoric use dating back at least four thousand
years; they are known locally as the Indian Caves.

Here I will refer

to Pictograph Cave, Ghost Cave, Middle Cave and

Empty Gulch

collectively as the Pictograph Cave complex (See Figure 1).
It is not surprising that the caves in Empty Gulch contain evidence
of prehistoric use when one considers their location.

The Yellowstone

River valley contains a rich archaeological record.

The river

functioned as a corridor of travel and trade for prehistoric
populations probably from very early times.

Riverine resources

available on the Yellowstone, such as fish and riparian vegetation,
were unavailable in any great quantities outside the valley proper.
Lithic materials were also abundant in Yellowstone river gravels and
were used extensively by the Pictograph Cave complex inhabitants.
The valley of the Yellowstone near Billings was also a rich area for
the procurement of bison, antelope and deer (Heidenreich, 1985).
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Bison
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FIGURE 1: View of Pictograph Cave complex, Montana Department
of Highways, 1964. Courtesy of Stuart Conner
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and antelope most likely frequented lush grasslands in the valley
bottoms or peripheral zones and probably were found anywhere in the
local vicinity.

Elk mostly frequented the plains in early historic

times, and mule deer still occupy wooded peripheral zones between the
valley proper and the rolling upland areas.

White tailed deer are

generally located in protected creek bottoms such as Bitter Creek and
on adjacent grassland slopes.

Abundant smaller game such as the

beaver, raccoon, muskrat, skunk, weasel, mink, rabbit, packrat and
mouse, were also available nearby and were procured by local
inhabitants.

Their remains are present in the Pictograph Cave complex

assemblage.
The Yellowstone River at Billings has several features which makes
it a favorable location for prehistoric populations.

The mouth of

Bitter Creek, close to Pictograph Cave, offers one of the best river
fords on the Yellowstone River for some distance.

A break in the

rugged, precipitous rimrocks, which flank the Yellowstone River for up
to 10 miles through this area, occurs just north of the mouth of Bitter
Creek on the Alkali Creek drainage.

The Billings area appears to have

been an important stopover for big-game animals and prehistoric hunters
during north-south migrations.
The richness of game resources in the valley of the Yellowstone at
Billings is well documented both ethnographically and archaeologically
(Heidenreich, 1985). The presence of the multicomponent Billings Bison
trap and other kill sites in the vicinity suggest that buffalo hunting
has been an important activity for thousands of years.
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Accounts from

Crow informants such as Plenty Coups (Linderman,1962), Pretty Shield
(Linderman, 1972) and Two Leggings (Nabokov, 1967) attest to the
abundance of animals in the Billings area during the early historic
period.
The Pictograph Cave complex probably had some strategic value as
well. The occupants of the site had easy access to animals fording the
river at the mouth of Bitter Creek, and from observation posts atop
sandstone escarpment, they could monitor activities occurring along the
river for several miles distance.

The site was relatively protected in

that it is not located directly on the Yellowstone river as typical
Middle Missouri village sites are located on the Missouri river.
Therefore, people there were less susceptible to attack from hostile
groups who used the Yellowstone River as a travel corridor.
One possible strategic disadvantage to the site was the lack of an
escape route in case of a frontal attack by an enemy.

This is

underlined by a reference made by Pete Cooper, a Crow Indian who worked
on the site excavations.

Cooper claimed that the Crows called the

Indian Caves Eh-cheet-te-ka-pa meaning the cliff that has no road, no
outlet so to speak (Lewis,nd:46).

Cooper claimed that the Crows

avoided the location for fear of being trapped there by enemies.
The report of the excavations and analyses of the Pictograph Cave
complex laid the framework for our understanding of the cultural
chronology and duration of man in the Yellowstone country and on the
Northwestern Plains.

Because Pictograph Cave was the first

archeological site excavated on the Northwest Plains which contained
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considerable time-depth, it was used as a "yardstick" by which
previously undated open-air archaeological sites could be dated through
similarities in artifact assemblages.

The basic concepts and much of

the chronology developed by William Mulloy in his 1958 publication "A
Preliminary Historical Outline for the Northwestern Plains", are still
applicable, and the work by Mulloy at Pictograph Cave is viewed as of
seminal importance in Northern Plains archaeology.
Analysis and clarification of the historical and typological
connections identified by Mulloy are beyond the scope of this
research. Several authors have engaged in critical analysis of Mulloy's
chronological system (see Reeves 1983 and 1985 and Prison, 1978 for
example). Some information germane to Mulloy's interpretation will be
reevaluated here and several of his assumptions will be used to guide
this research. But for the most part I examine a different set of
research questions than those explored by Mulloy. Those classes of
diagnostic artifacts traditionally emphasized will receive no special
attention here beyond my investigating what information they can
provide about prehistoric behavior at Ghost Cave.

I also purposely

avoid speculation on the cultural/temporal affiliation of the Late
Period occupants at the Pictograph Cave complex (see for example
Aikens, 1966 and Joyes, 1984).
The goal of this research is to use available artifacts and documen
tation to ask behavioral oriented questions about the occupation of
Ghost Cave which were never addressed by earlier studies.
activities occurred at the site?
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What

What was the site's overall

function?

What behavioral and social patterns can be formulated

through re-examination of the data?

How do the activities which

occurred at Ghost Cave compare with those represented at Pictograph
Cave and Empty Gulch? .
The Ghost Cave data offers reasonable temporal and cultural control
because it represents a single cultural complex according to Mulloy
(1958:28,88).

Therefore we can assume, following Mulloy's

interpretation, that general behaviors identified during this analysis
are representative of the Late Period cultures which occupied the
Pictograph Cave complex.

Once a clearer understanding of the behaviors

and activities of Late Period occupants at the site is obtained,
similar comparisons with earlier occupants at the site might prove
particularly informative for "fleshing out" the cultural chronology at
Pictograph Cave.
This study of the Ghost Cave assemblage is also an attempt to learn
what kinds of new information can be obtained from existing
archaeological collections. If this and other similar research projects
can be conducted successfully, perhaps archaeologists will be inclined
to spend more time researching existing archaeological data bases with
new techniques, ideas and approaches.

As a result, hopefully,

additional unexcavated sites will be spared from the archaeologist's
shovel and saved for future generations of researchers.
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CHAPTER 1: RESEARCH ORIBKPftTION MP ANALYTICAL FRAM5W0RK

Research Questions

In this research I analyze the spatial distribution of artifacts and
features within Ghost Cave (24YL2) to understand the range and location
of activities undertaken by the prehistoric people who lived there.
Artifact and feature distributions and associations from Ghost Cave
will be selectively analyzed in an attempt to answer the following
questions:

1.

Does the distribution of artifacts represent a random,

clustered, or regular distribution?

2. How do artifact and feature distributions differ among the upper
terrace, terrace slope and lower terrace of the cave?

3.

What cultural and natural processes might account for the

distribution of artifacts and features?

4.

Can a distinction between primary and secondary artifact loci

(artifacts located in their orginal use locations versus artifacts
redeposited after use) be made on the site?
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5. What activities occurred within Ghost Cave and what was the
site's function?

6.

How do counts of artifact types and cultural material at Ghost

Cave compare with those reported for the PCIII level within Pictograph
Cave?

Brief Overview of Spatial Analysis Studies in Archaeology

Factors such as the placement of hearths, specialized activity
areas, and disposal areas within the confines of a cave offer important
clues about prehistoric cultural systems.

The behavior of an entire

community is reflected in the distribution of activity areas and
individual artifacts (Fagan, 1978:66).

The problem is to understand

the cultural and natural formation processes at work on a site and to
make behaviorally meaningful interpretations from the archaeological
record.
Binford (1962) has stressed the importance of artifact and feature
distribution across the archaeological site as an important clue to
activities which occurred there and to the behavior and social
structure of the cultural group. His studies of the structure of sites
constructed by hunting and gathering groups such as the Nunamiut Eskimo
(Binford 1978, 1980) contribute to our understanding of how activities
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which occurred at a site are reflected in the
ations left by those activities.

archeological manifest

A focus of this research is to define

how patterns of artifact content and spatial distribution reflect human
behavior and indicate task specific activities.
Ethnological observations made by Binford show that the use of a
single site location on a regular or semi-regular basis for a variety
of activities is common.

These sites may be interpreted in the

archaeological record as "single component sites" based on stratigraphy
where no discernible vertical separation in cultural deposits is
present. Thus single component archaeological sites do not necessarily
reflect a one-time period of use.
Binford suggests that intersite and intrasite patterning can be
analyzed and understood in terms of economic zonation (or procurement
locations), mobility patterns and the accommodation of a cultural
system to the broader environmental geography (Binford, 1982).
Archaeologists must consider the consequences of different activities
occurring at different times at a site and its effect on the archae
ological record.
Schiffer (1972, 1976) has written extensively about the archa
eological and cultural/systemic context of archaeological data and the
need to identify both the cultural and natural processes which have
impacted a site. Schiffer points out that each artifact must be viewed
in terms of its archaeological context and its systemic context. It is
important to make distinctions between how an artifact functioned
within a prehistoric cultural system, and the cultural and natural
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processes which account for it occurrence in a site.

He also asks: to

what extent do artifacts occur at their original use location
(Shiffer,1976:161)?

This is an important consideration when one

attempts to define activity areas within a site.

Schiffer makes the

important distinction between primary refuse, or cultural material
which is in it original context from an activity, and secondary refuse,
or material which has been removed from its original context either by
natural or cultural means (Schiffer,1976:161-162).
Flannery (1976) successfully applied spatial analysis to identify
and study activity areas, household units and settlement systems in
Mesoamerica.

Spatial analytical techniques such as the Nearest

Neighbor Correlation (Earle, 1976:196-221) and Site Catchment Analysis
(Zarky, 1976:117-127) have been applied by Meso American archaeologists
to identify and define household and village units.

Under the

direction of Flannery, the University of Michigan's research on the
spatial distribution of features, households and villages in the
lowland valley areas of Central America has successfully defined
village units and recreated past lifeways in that region.
According to Struever (1969), the activity area and the feature are
the smallest observable units of society.
areas and features may make up a household.

An accumulation of activity
Household clusters are the

next level of his analytical units in archaeology.

A series of

households and/or household clusters can be interpreted as a village,
and the larger system of villages may be defined as a "subsistence/set
tlement unit".
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Understanding intrasite spatial patterning can be a foundation upon
which more expansive intersite and regional comparisons can be made.
Attempts to make broad based intersite and regional comparisons without
a clear understanding of recurring spatial patterning within each
individual site may be subject to question. It seems appropriate to
obtain a solid understanding of the "small picture" before trying to
extrapolate to the "larger picture".
My research orientation in this study reflects the current concerns
cited above for understanding and interpreting archaeological intrasite
spatial patterning.

Mulloy's goal in his analysis of the collections

from Pictograph and Ghost Caves was to develop a prehistoric cultural
chronology for the Northwestern Plains based on a temporal arrangement
of forms (Mulloy, 1958).

Due to limitations in time and other factors,

he did not consider spatial patterning evident at the Pictograph Cave
complex.

It is hoped that this research with the Ghost Cave collection

will complement the important work of Mulloy by giving us a better
understanding of the behaviors of the people who occupied Ghost Cave.

Problems in the Identification of Activity Areas

In order to determine the range of human activities which took place
within Ghost Cave, it is necessary to link an artifact's form and
function in order to determine the role which it played in the cultural
system.

Only by knowing the function of an artifact found in the site

can we make statements about the range of activities which occurred
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there.

Another problem is that several categories of cultural

materials which might offer important clues about on-site behaviors,
such as chipped stone debitage and unworked bone, were probably not
collected during excavation.

Most cultural materials available for

analysis in this research are worked tools of bone, stone, wood and
shell.
Extensive research and experimentation has been conducted to
determine the function of particular classes of artifacts.

Techniques

such as replicative experimentation and use wear analysis (Ahler, 1970;
Frison, 1978; Prison and Bradley, 1980) have been used, unfortunately,
with only limited success.

Several problems tend to limit our ability

to relate a specific function with distinct artifact types using use
wear analysis.

These include (1.) post depositional impacts (biotu-

rbation and natural erosion impacts) which

alter use surfaces, (2.)

haphazard excavation techniques, poor records or curation methods which
do not preserve artifact use-wear surfaces, (3.) use of a single
artifact for several different functions, and (4.) artifact re-use and
retouch by site occupants. In addition, very little ethnographic
information on the use of stone tools is available for guiding
replicative experimentation.

All of these factors make the designation

of specific function for particular artifact types difficult.
While one must use caution when interpreting the function of an
artifact, attempting to infer the activity reflected within a locus of
cultural materials is even more difficult.

Schiffer (1976) makes an

important distinction between primary cultural features, which are the
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byproducts of a particular activity or a range of activities which have
maintained their original context, and secondary cultural features
which have been redeposited later by natural or cultural means.
Primary activity areas, as discussed by Schiffer, contain evidence in
its original context; these give the archaeologist a greater
opportunity to decipher those specific activities represented in the
archaeological record.

However, primary activity features which have

not been subsequently masked by natural and cultural processes are
relatively rare in the archaeological record.

In a site such as Ghost

Cave which had been used over a long period of time on a regular or
semi-regular basis, the possibility that primary activity areas were
still intact is probably greatly reduced.
In fact, Schiffer suggests that primary cultural deposits tend to
occur more regularly in single component, briefly occupied sites, or in
multicomponent sites which are utilized for specific activities and
then deserted.

According to this argument, more intensively used sites

tend to have a greater occurrence of secondary deposits.

Following

Schiffer's model for the expected post-depostional distributions of
cultural materials in intensively utilized sites, we would anticipate
more secondary depositional loci within Ghost Cave than primary ones.
Work conducted at cave sites in the Great Basin, Plains, Southwest and
Europe often identify "dumps" where cultural materials are
concentrated.

The occurrence of these dumps results from being in an

enclosed space where accumulations of debris may be a hazard or a
nuisance. Redeposited garbage tends to accumulate away from the heavily
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used zones such as sleeping and hearth locations. However overlapping
use areas and dump zones might be expected in a campsite such as Ghost
Cave that has considerable time-depth.
Another consideration in the identification and analysis of activity
areas is that complete toolkits associated with a particular activity
are generally lacking in the archaeological record.

Cahen, Keeley and

Van Noten (1979) show that it is possible to make incorrect assumptions
about what activities occurred when one analyzes artifact
concentrations on strictly typological grounds.

Following Binford,

their research makes the distinction between curated and expedient
technology and summarizes that:

"the spatial clustering of artifacts, particularly tools, does not
necessarily reflect their actual association in
use... Correspondence between morphological types and functions
cannot be assumed, but must be the s u b j e c t
of
detailed
investigation (Cahen, Keely and Van Noten, 1979:671-672)."

Techniques for Identifying Activity Areas

An assumption which will guide my interpretations of activity areas
in this research is: we would expect to find a greater number of
by-products from an activity (say flaking debris from a flintknapping
activity or wood fiber from a whittling activity) in a primary use area
than the frequency of tools which performed the activity.
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Similar

patterns can also be anticipated in secondary zones, however
interpretation of distinct activities may be difficult since debris
from many tasks may be represented there.

Nonetheless this hypothesis

may be a useful tool for linking cultural debris with human behavior.
Some exceptions to this assumption may occur.

For example, the

byproducts of arrow shaft smoothing or abrading would be a fine sawdust
which would be more difficult to recognize than a single shaft abrader
left behind. In real terms, the wood fragments are more numerous than
the single tool, although these byproducts are somewhat more perishable
and less conspicuous. In an activity such as stone boiling, the tools
which are used in the action, fire heated rocks, may be destroyed by
the activity and become byproducts themselves.
Another possible exception to this hypothesis would be when the
byproducts of the activity were collected and removed from the primary
area for later use at another location.

For example, wood shavings

from shaft preparation might be removed for fire making, or flakes from
core reduction may be removed for further reduction elsewhere. In fact
reuse of byproducts from activities are clearly evident in the
Pictograph Cave materials.

In one case a husk from an Indian potato

root was reused as a pine pitch applicator (Joseph Baker, personal
communication). The frugal use of raw materials and little waste of
byproducts is a common feature of the archaeological record on the
Northern Plains.
Barring deterioration of perishable byproducts, secondary mixing of
activity debris, destruction of tools in an activity such as stone
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boiling and reuse of activity byproducts, the guiding assumption
discussed above may be usefully applied in many archaeological sites.
Another important aspect in interpreting activities from primary
refuse is to view them holistically in terms of the co-occurrence of
forms rather than viewing each artifact separately.

Certain activities

can be completed using a single tool, but more often it takes a
combination of tool types to complete an activity.

If the co

occurrences of distinct tool types can be viewed systematically, more
meaningful interpretations of primary and secondary activity areas
could result.
Another way to interpret the distribution of artifacts is to
consider the complete system in which the tool operated rather than
focusing on each tool individually.

For example, we know from the

archaeological record and ethnographic analogy that projectile points
were hafted to a wood, cane or bone shaft.

Typically, shafts were

bound with sinew and sealed with a resin of some kind and in many
cases, feathers were attached to the end of the shaft.

Therefore, when

we encounter a projectile point in an archaeological site it is useful
to consider the single artifact as a part of this larger system and to
account for that larger system when interpreting the activities which
may have occurred on the site.
Recently, archaeologists have chosen to make the distinction between
"specialized" tools as opposed to "generalized" tools (Binford, 1980).
One can think of this as how much or how little a tool is "task
specific" (Ingbar, 1986).

Ingbar notes that the higher frequency of
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one or another of these tool categories indicates the "planning depth"
of the cultural system.

The usefulness of differentiating between

specialized and generalized tool types in determining the orientation
of archaeological cultures is open to debate, but the distinction is
useful in considering the function of artifacts.

Some artifacts, such

as blades or utilized flakes, might fit into the generalized tool
category because they can be used for a wide range of activities.
Other tools such as projectile points or perforators tend to be limited
in possible use and would be more properly categorized as specialized
tools. Seemingly, specialized tools are those to which archaeologists
feel reasonably comfortable in assigning a function.

Whether the

distinction between specialized and generalized tools is real, or a
reflection of our current level of understanding of tool function in
archaeology is questionable. Nonetheless assigning specific functions
to specialized tools when determining on-site activities is much more
promising than interpreting activities from generalized tools, so
making the distinction is useful in activity area analysis.
Based on the previous discussion, I offer the following summary
statements:

1.

Primary cultural features contain different kinds of information

than secondary cultural features and must be interpreted differently.

2.

Use of traditional functional artifact categories to infer

activities on a site must be done cautiously and the use of a single
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artifact for many activities must be considered.

3.

Primary activity loci contain more activity by-products than the

tools used to perform that activity.

4.

The associations of artifact types must be considered in activity

area analysis.

5.

Artifacts in a primary activity locus should be considered in light

of the total system of which they, are a part.

6. Distinguishing specialized from general tools is useful in activity
area analysis.

Artifact Types and Functions

Because it is necessary to assign a function to artifacts to obtain
my research goals, I assumed a relationships between artifact form and
function in the cultural system as described below. These associations
are based on information found in the archaeological literature,
derived from ethnographic analogy, replicative experimentation, and
lithic use wear analysis.

Projectile points may be used for scraping and cutting, but were
probably primarily designed to be hafted on a shaft for cutting the
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skin to allow penetration of the shaft when it was hurled or shot at
game animals. Even the descriptive term for this artifact class denotes
this function ("projectile").

Shaft abraders are specialized tools used for grinding and abrading,
but their design and form strongly suggest that their primary function
was to smooth wood or cane atlatl or arrow foreshafts or to shape bone
needles, awls or skewers.

Endscrapers are useful for a range of scraping activities, but
experimental and ethnographic analogy suggests that these tools were
very effective for scraping and shredding.

One commonly cited function

for this artifact is the removal of fat from the interior of hides.
The tool was generally mounted on a wood or bone handle for this
purpose.

Use of the tool without hafting also appears to have

occurred.

Side scrapers and utilized flakes are generally associated with cutting
and/or scraping activities.

These tools fall within a generalized tool

class and may be used for a number of different activities.

Bifaces shew a range of form from primary flaked preforms to finished
blades.

Blades are generally finely constructed and show fine pressure

flaking on the lateral edges, while preforms tend to be of cruder
construction, lack fine detail work and exhibit early stage reduction.
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There is considerable overlap between these two generalized forms.

Due

to the range of activities associated with these artifacts, they are
probably best classed in the broader multi-purpose generalized tool
category.

Awls are generally interpreted as tools used to perforate hides for
sewing.

The tool might also have other functions such as a basket

weaving tool, a fine digging instrument, or possibly for pressure
flaking of stone or bone.

During the process of binding hafted

artifacts the tool could function quite well for prying old sinew off a
broken shaft. At the Schmitt Mine site along the Missouri River in
Broadwater County, Montana (24BW559), many awls were recovered
suggesting they had some use in quarry excavation (Leslie Davis,
personal communication).

Hammerstones are generally assumed to be used for percussion flaking,
pecking or crushing of stone, bone or vegetal remains. The presence of
impact scars on the face generally define this tool and suggests its
use for crushing.

Pleshers are tools used to remove the excess fat from hides during hide
processing.

The serrated edge has been shown to be particularly

effective in this activity. Several similar tools have also been found
at the Schmitt quarry site suggesting their possible use there,
possibly for excavation (Leslie Davis, personal communication).
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Digging sticks were used to unearth plant materials and roots, but
might also be useful to dig earth around buried stone raw materials
during quarrying activities.

The function of barbed bone points at Ghost Cave is not known because
this artifact is scarce on the Northern Plains.

To the best of my

knowledge, nothing similar has ever been found in archaeological sites
in the Yellowstone River valley.

The tool might have been used for

piercing animal or fish (as used by the Athbascan speakers on the Coast
of Canada, Alaska and Labrador).

Stone drills are used for perforating or scraping stone, shell, bone or
wood.

This specialized tool class was not highly represented in Ghost

Cave.

The mano and metate are used for grinding vegetal, mineral or animal
fiber. These tools are generally classified in the specialized tool
category.

Mortars and Pestles are specialized tools used for pounding or grinding
of vegetal, mineral or animal fiber during processing.

Basketry has a wide variety of uses and is common on the Columbia
Plateau and in the Great Basin.

This artifact type is relatively rare
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on the Northern Plains but was recovered at Ghost Cave.

Basketry

functions as clothing, carrying devices, and netting among other uses.

Functional

Tool

Classes ;

Procurement.

Processing

and

Aesthetic/Ceremonial tools.

In an attempt to fit artifact types into the cultural system which
used them, I have devised a simple

model to show the relationship of

tools to a culture's procurement system. This model makes a primary
distinction between extractive tools and processing tools (Binford and
Binford,1978).

The use of the term "tool" in the following discussion

is applied loosely to encompass all materials used by humans to adapt
to their environment.
Extractive tools are those which function primarily to extract raw
materials from the environment.

This class of tools can be separated

from processing tools because they are used to procure energy from the
environment.

Table 1 summarizes the breakdown of extractive,

processing and ceremonial/adornment tools and the general classes of
raw materials to which they can be applied.

Extractive tools can also

be classified as "primary tools" in that they are basic and integral to
the procurement system, and it might even be suggested that these were
the first tools manufactured and used by man.

Recent studies of

chimpanzee behavior suggests that their tool use is restricted for the
most part to extractive tools.
A second class of tools can be distinguished as processing
tools. This class includes many tool types. These tools are used
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TABLE 1
BREAKDOWN OF ANALYTICAL TOOL CATEGORIES, THE RAW MATERIAL TO WHICH THEY
ARE APPLIED, AND THE ARTIFACT TYPES UTILIZED.

ANALYTICAL
TOOL CMBGORY

ECTRAIIxkD/
p»rassRn
RAW MATERIAL

ARTIFACT
TYPE

Stone

Digging Stick
Hammerstone
Scapula Hoe

Fauna

Proj. Point
Harpoon point
Blade
Netting

Flora

Digging Stick
Scapula Hoe
Knife

Stone

Hammerstone
pressure tines
Abraiders
Awls
chisels

Fauna

Endscraper
Awls
Knives
Abraiders
Hammerstone
needle
Mortar
Pestle
Fiesher
lateral Scraper
utilized flake
basketry
drill

Extractive Tools

Processing Tools

UTILIZED
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TABLE 1. continued

EXTRALTITSD/
ANALYTICAL
TOOL CATEGORIES

PftnrRSSRn

RAW MATERIAL
Flora

Awls
Needle
Abraider
knives
mano
metate
lateral scraper
wrench
basketry
drill

Processing tools

Ceremonial/
Adornment tools

ARTIFACT
TYPE

Stone
Hematite
Tablet
bead
effigy
ornament
fossil
Fauna

bead
disk
pierced tooth
whistle

Floral
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primarily to process, prepare, and rework raw materials. Another way to
describe this class is that these are tools used to make tools. Most
tools in the Ghost Cave collection are in this class.

The wide range

of processing tools from the Ghost Cave collection indicates a
relatively high level of sophistication in processing technology among
the site occupants.
A third class of tools in this model is one which I call
ceremonial/adornment tools.

This category is a residual class of

pieces which cannot be confidently placed in either of the previous two
categories. By combining this class of tools I do not infer that
religious/ceremonial items and adornment pieces are interrelated. These
classes are combined because these pieces do not have a clear function
in the energy procurement system and probably indicate something about
social, aesthetic and/or religious systems.

It must be recognized that

some tools which have been interpreted as having an extractive or
processing function may also have served some ceremonial/adornment
purpose.

Excellently made bone awls with elaborate geometric designs

and black dyed handles from Ghost Cave may be examples of residual
artifacts which cross-cut this boundary (see Figure 20, page
152). Research

determining

the function and

meaning of

Ceremonial/Adornment tools in prehistoric society could shed light on
areas such as the philosophical, social and religious nature of the
group. These are the most difficult systems of culture for archa
eologists to define through the study of material remains.
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Processing and Ceremonial Activities at Ghost Cave

Certain assumptions can be made about the environment of Ghost Cave
which eliminate the range of possible activities which occurred on the
site.

Extraction activities, except for such limited resources as were

available on-site such as packrats or sandstone, must have taken place
elsewhere. In general, I assume that few hunting, collecting, or other
extraction activities took place in Ghost Cave. Processing and
religious or ceremonial activities are the most likely behaviors which
occurred within the confines of the cave.
An interesting thing about Ghost Cave is the abundance of aesthetic
items such as beads, pendants, incised stone, disks, plagues,
bracelets, and effigies.

There were enough of these items at Ghost

Cave to suggest their manufacture and extensive use by the cave's
occupants.

The evidence for aesthetics and fashion in the prehistoric

record at Ghost Cave is striking. Undoubtedly, some of these items had
significance in the society beyond simple aesthetic appeal.
Religious/ceremonial activities which may have occurred on the site
are more difficult to isolate and recognize than processing activities,
since fewer identifiable byproducts from ceremonial activities are
known in the archaeological record from the Northern Plains. Cultural
remains at Ghost Cave suggest that activities related to ceremony,
religion or aesthetic values were conducted there.

Bone whistles

similar to two from Ghost Cave are reported by Taylor from the Bear
Mouth Pictograph Site (Taylor, 1976) and from a burial on Rattlesnake
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Creek in western Montana (Taylor et al, 1974).

Both pieces were

interpreted as having a ceremonial function based on ethnographic
analogy.

Schiffer (1972:163) postulates that durable elements used

primarily in ritual activities will have a longer use life than durable
non ritual elements.

He claims that even if ritual activity were

present and frequent on a site, non ritual elements would be expected
to predominate proportionately.

Given the number and variety of

elements from Ghost Cave that I would classify as religious/ceremonial
items (specifically eagle bone whistles, carved human effigy, fossils,
elaborately carved pendants,etc.), I believe that ritual/ceremonial
activities were common and a very important aspect of human behavior in
Ghost Cave.
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CHAPTER 2; HISTORY OF EXCAVATIONS

For this study, acquiring information about the history of the
excavation, analysis and curation of cultural materials from Ghost Cave
is helpful for one to understand the condition and completeness of the
materials available for analysis.

An understanding of the history of

the archaeological excavations at the Pictograph Cave complex is also
necessary in order to identify biases in the data base and to determine
the limitations and possibilities of the information available.
Following is a detailed review of the history of the excavation at the
Pictograph Cave complex.
The report on excavations at Pictograph Cave, Ghost Cave and Empty
Gulch is significant not only for its contribution to our understanding
of the prehistory of the Yellowstone Valley, but also for its decisive
role in the development of archaeology in Montana and the Northwestern
Plain. The excavation at the Pictograph Cave complex was one of the
first archaeological investigations of its kind in Montana and remains
the largest archaeological project ever conducted in the state in terms
of the volume of material excavated (Ken Deaver, personal
communication).

The project was also one of the first large scale

excavations conducted by the Montana Statewide Archaeological Survey.
This organization worked for several years in Montana investigating
many important archaeological sites such as the Hagen site
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(Mulloy,1942), Ash Coulee site (Mulloy,1943), Thirty Mile Mesa
(Mulloy,1965) and the Red Lodge site (Mulloy, 1953).

Prior to 1937 Excavation

Although the caves may have been known to early non-Indian explorers
in the Billings area, the earliest available historic reference to the
site dates to 1887.

In that year, Edmund Pound reported that his

father explored the caves when he spent time on Bitter Creek.

The

pictographs on the walls of Pictograph Cave were well preserved then,
and artifacts were present on the site surface (Pound,1977).

By 1896,

the old Coburn road was established and ran directly adjacent to the
site.

The Coburn road improved access to the site and increased

visitor impacts.

Edmund Pound first saw the caves in 1903 and claims

that by 1912 the site was "so near destruction" that he photographed
the art panels on the wall of Pictograph Cave to preserve a record of
the site's rock art.

These are the earliest available photographs of

Pictograph Cave. Concerning the condition of Pictograph Cave at that
time, Pound wrote:

"Much of the rock had shelled off and the coating on the roof looked
like recent fires and the guns dated that part. All surface
artifacts had been picked up and picnickers had left the floor
littered with rubbish... There were five or six thousand civilized
people within walking distance of the place and the picture was so
depressing I have never been back there but once in the last forty
years (Pound,1977)."
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Some limited excavation was conducted in Pictograph Cave prior to
the WPA projects in the 1937 (Conner,1973).

Willem Wildschut, a

collector for the Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation of New
York City, reportedly dug and collected artifacts in Pictograph and
Ghost caves sometime in the 1920's.

No one has ever determined what

level of work was conducted by Wildschut, the number of items removed,
or if some artifacts from the Pictograph Cave complex are currently
curated at the Museum of the American Indian in New York City.
In 1928, Fred C. Krieg, a commercial photographer from Billings,
documented the site. These records left by Krieg consists of black and
white prints of pictograph panels in Pictograph Cave, and various shots
in and around the site complex.

These prints remain one of the few

available photographic records of Pictograph and Ghost caves prior to
their excavation (Conner,1967).

Figures 2 and 3 show selected

photographs of the Pictograph Cave complex taken by Krieg.

During this

time and after the discovery of the scientific potential of the site,
the Empty Gulch area was a favorite picnic location for residents of
Billings.
Although limited investigations had been conducted at the site
earlier by collectors, the archaeological potential of the site complex
was finally brought to the attention of the local scientific community
early in 1937.

Mr. Herb Barringer and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Browne, then of

Billings, and Oscar Lewis of Glendive, identified several levels of
human occupation in exposed water-eroded portions of Pictograph Cave
when they visited the site shortly after an intense rainfall.
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Because

FIGURE 2- View of Middle and Ghost caves from Pictograph Cave.
Photo by Fred Krieg, 1928. Courtesy of Stuart Conner.

m
FIGURE 3:

View of Ghost Cave prior to excavations
Photo
by Fred Krieg, 1928. Courtesy of Stuart Conner.
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they were interested in prehistory, and were members of the Billings
Commerical Club and the Montana Society of Natural History, these
individuals contacted Professor Henry Melville Sayre, then president of
the Natural History Society at the Montana School of Mines in Butte,
and asked him to examine the site.
Sayre was a native of Columbus, Ohio who received a Masters of Arts
degree from Ohio State University in 1931.

He taught English and

Anthropology at the Montana School of Mines in Butte and had a strong
personal interest in prehistory and archaeology.

Sayre had been

involved with archaeological survey projects in central and eastern
Montana for several years prior to his involvement with the Pictograph
Cave complex (Anonymous,Gluck Auf,1936). During the previous summer of
1936, Sayre had organized archaeological survey in 21 counties of the
state with the assistance of the National Youth Administration.
Although Sayre had only limited training in archaeology, he was
probably the most qualified person then available in the state to
conduct scientific investigations at the site.
Realizing the potential for scientific inquiry at the site, and
fearing increased damage from collectors and vandals, Sayre and his
colleagues in the Montana Society of Natural History organized plans to
acquire and excavate the site. Sayre's previous experience with
archaeological programs in the state, made him an accomplished and
persuasive organizer who was very effective in building support for a
data recovery program at Pictograph Cave.

Sayre worked with local

civic groups, such as the Billings Cornierical Club and the Montana
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Society of Natural History, to plan the excavation.

The earliest work

was done under a one-year lease given by the property owner to the
Montana Society of Natural History (Conner,1964).

Because the

ownership of artifacts was not clearly stated in the lease, the
excavators appealed to the Montana Highway Commission to purchase the
site so that the site could eventually be transferred into public
ownership.

Fortunately for Mr. Sayre and his supporters, the Montana

Highway Commission at that time contained several archaeology
enthusiasts including Lee Ford the Commission chairman, a collector of
prehistoric artifacts, and John Wheeler a Billings entrepreneur who may
have viewed the project as a potential boost for the local economy
(Fletcher,1964).

The Commission was receptive to the idea and agreed

to purchase the property under its gravel source acquisition program.
Mrs. Nora M. Morehouse, the original owner of the property, ultimately
sold the 22.12 acre tract to the Montana Highways Commission February
8, 1938 for a price of $390.00 (Conner,1964).
Besides approaching the Highway Commission, Sayre canvassed the
private sector and other public organizations for financial assistance.
Eventually he tapped the newly formed Works Progress Administration as
a source of manpower for the planned excavation.

As a result of

glowing reports about the richness of Pictograph Cave, and a growing
desire to investigate the unknown prehistory of the region, enthusiasm
over the project ran high within the scientific community.

With the

support of local civic and educational leaders, a joint agreement was
reached whereby the State Highway Commission purchased the land and
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provided Walter T. Vanaman as surveyor; The Works Progress
Administration provided a work crew and equipment; the City of Billings
and the Billings Commercial Club contributed financial assistance for
tour guides and to construct and maintain a museum on the site for
public enjoyment; and the Montana School of Mines provided technical
supervision for excavation and laboratory analysis.
At the same time that archaeological excavations at the Pictograph
cave complex were being planned, archaeological programs in other
states under WPA supervision were also started as "make work" programs
under the Roosevelt administration.

As a result of increased public

awareness of scientific investigation into prehistory in Montana
generated by the Pictograph Cave project, the Montana Statewide Survey
began an even more active program of archaeological reconnaissance
throughout the state. By 1938, this survey had reorganized and expanded
their work into several other localities within the state. The program
continued to be active for several years and was later supervised by
William Mulloy. The earliest work by the Statewide Archaeological
Survey involved large scale excavations at the Hagen site, Ash Coulee
site and the Red Lodge site and extensive archaeological reconnaissance
in the Yellowstone valley on Razor Creek and Pompey's Pillar Creek, on
the Musselshell River and in the Bull Mountains south of Roundup.

Many

of the areas investigated then were locations known to local collectors
such as Oscar T. Lewis.
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The Excavation

After preliminary planning was completed, a crew of five individuals
set up field camp on the site on June 14, 1937.

Hie initial crew

consisted of Wahle Phelan, Gus Heilbronner, Walter Vanaman, Ray Thomson
and Oscar T. Lewis. The crew set up their field camp within Ghost Cave
soon after their arrival. They had no knowledge of the archaeological
potential of the cave.

Ghost Cave was a comfortable camping place; it

was cool in the heat of the summer and provided protection from
inclement weather and cooler temperatures.

The solar radiation from

the south facing exposure of Ghost Cave warmed the rock shelter in the
cool of the morning.

The cave generally offered good protection from

the wind, although Oscar Lewis reported that occasional circular wind
patterns and dust devils spread dust and charcoal within the cave
(Lewis, n.d.).

The crew utilized Ghost Cave as a camp throughout the

field season of 1937 (see Figure 4). A description of the Ghost Cave
camp by Walter Vanaman offers some interesting details:

"This home in the rocks was really quite a sight. In the center was
a huge natural fireplace where we cooked all our meals. The roof
above was blackened with smoke from our fires. Next to one wall we
had two sets of doubledecker bunks, furnished by the WPA, where we
slept. Clothes and baggage were scattered everywhere. For all
this, except for being extremely dirty, the camp was very
satisfactory as it was quite large, and cool even on the hottest
days of summer (Vanaman,nd)"

Soon after his arrival at the site,
supervisor under Sayre.

Oscar Lewis was appointed field

Lewis earned this position by having had some
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FIGURE 4: View of 1937 WPA camp in Ghost Cave.
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Photo by Spencer Laurson

limited archaeological experience in the Southwest and because he had a
unique familiarity with the archaeology of the Yellowstone valley.
Mapping and limited testing within the gulch area and near the springs
were conducted for about a month before actual excavation began at
Pictograph Cave.

Approximately eight test trenches were excavated at

various locations in the gulch, near the spring area, and on the upper
terrace at the mouths of the caves.

Rich deposits of cultural

materials, features, and human remains were encountered during the
testing program in the gulch, and excavations continued in that area
even after work had begun in Pictograph Cave.

This early work in the

gulch clearly demonstrated that not only Pictograph Cave contained
cultural deposits, but also that the gulch area below the caves held
evidence of a large campsite and was rich with the remnants of
prehistoric activity.

Unfortunately, complete records about the

locations of these test units and descriptions of located cultural
remains are not available; only indirect, sketchy evidence exists in
the form of crude sketch maps, sparse field note references, and some
cultural materials.
Although there were some suggestions that cultural deposits may be
located there, no effort was made to excavate Ghost Cave during the
1937 field season.

Excavations along the terrace at the mouth of

Middle Cave were conducted, but these did not locate substantial
cultural deposits.

Trenches dug directly below the Ghost Cave terrace

in the gulch reportedly revealed an estimated 1000 projectile points
all similar in their style of construction (Jenkins,nd). This count may
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be inflated, but it is quite clear that rich cultural deposits were
located in this area below Ghost Cave.
As excavations continued on site, the project increased in
importance as a tourist attraction for the city of Billings.

Vanaman

reported that when the crew first arrived at the site, the area was so
quiet and unpopulated that they named it "Empty Gulch" (Vanaman,nd).
After the first Sunday when the Associated Press stories about the
discovery became public, the site was regularly visited by the public.
By the end of the first field season of 1937 it was estimated that only
150 individuals had visited the excavation.

By the end of 1938, with

increased media and scientific attention, an estimated 10,000 visitors
had toured the site (Spring,1963).

Vanaman reports that with the

onslaught of visitors, organized tours of the site were conducted seven
days a week during the entire day (Vanaman,nd). Finally at the peak of
the summer field season in 1938, the Billings Commercial Club hired
youths to conduct tours of the site so that workmen could be free to
dig.
Professor Sayre was instrumental in encouraging interest and support
for the excavation program and accepted the role of director of the
project. However he seldom participated in the actual excavation.
Rather, he relied very heavily on Oscar Lewis to supervise and oversee
the project in the field and preferred to continue his role as a
project spokesman and public relations agent.

After his initial invol

vement in obtaining support for the excavation, Sayre spent little time
at the Pictograph Cave site. He preferred to direct the project from
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Butte or Lewistown and only made occasional visits to the excavation.
Some of his time was also spent in various locations in the state where
he conducted surveys.

Sayre's involvement with the Pictograph and

Ghost Cave excavations ended on January 20, 1939 when he was removed
from the directorship of the project by The Montana School of Mines at
the urging of the administrators of the Works Progress Administration.
This removal came about because the WPA people were displeased with
Sayre's supervision. They were unhappy with Sayre's handling of the
artifact collections and his reported problems with alcohol.

Sayre

soon thereafter left the Montana School of Mines and worked as a writer
and radio broadcaster on the Pacific Coast,in Spokane, Washington, and
later in Wallace Idaho where he suffered a severe illness.

Due to the

severity of his illness, Sayre moved to Helena, Montana where he died
of double pneumonia on January 4, 1941 at St. Patricks Hospital.
Probably the most dynamic and important individual involved with the
early excavations at the Pictograph Cave complex was Oscar T. Lewis.
Lewis was an amateur archaeologist who had a life long interest in
prehistory.

He was an avid collector of indian artifacts who had an

impressive working knowledge of sites in the Yellowstone valley and
throughout central and eastern Montana.

His interest in the lifeways

of prehistoric peoples was such that he once spent three weeks in the
mountains surviving off the land using only stone and bone tools
(Beasley and Pureel1,1963).

Lewis' supervision of excavations at Empty

Gulch brought consistency to the project, and he maintained a complete
journal of the excavations.

He also made sure that all artifacts
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removed during excavation were properly stored and catalogued.
Although Lewis had an extensive personal collection of artifacts, none
of those items removed fran the Pictograph Cave complex ever turned up
in Lewis* collection, and he insisted that all artifacts recovered at
the site be properly catalogued and stored.

After Sayre was removed as

director of the project, Lewis directed the operation until the arrival
of William Mulloy who took over directorship of the excavations and
analysis in the summer of 1941.
By mid March of 1938 excavations at Ghost cave were begun. The crew
of WPA workers who conducted the actual excavation consisted of from
two to 20 individuals. Although none of the workers had any training in
archaeological techniques, the excavation was conducted with relative
care, and spatial controls during excavation were on par with those of
similar archaeological projects of that time.

Due to serious problems

with flood induced cave-ins, logistical problems and manpower
considerations in Pictograph Cave, the spatial control maintained
during the excavation of Ghost Cave was better than that within
Pictograph Cave.
The cave was excavated to a maximum depth of 40 feet below the
original cave floor at the back of the cave.

The uppermost five feet

of deposits, on average, contained cultural remains but depths of
cultural material ranged from 2 to 8 feet below the cave floor.
Surveyors selected an arbitrary datum point above the level back of the
cave and marked this point on the cave ceiling. Unfortunately, this
mark is no longer visible.

From datum a grid of 10 foot intervals were
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laid out and oriented to magnetic north (see map 1).

Stakes were

placed at each coordinate.
Vertical datum was established at a location 50 feet below the level
floor of the upper cave.

The excavation consisted of a combination of

vertical and horizontal techniques with a systematic peeling of
sections.

Deposits were removed starting from the mouth and working

toward the back of the cave (see Figure 5). Although it is nowhere
specifically stated, it appears from my analysis that the cave was
primarily dug in 2 cubic foot units.
may have been excavated.

At times, larger vertical blocks

For the most part, artifact locations were

noted to within one to two feet of where they occurred in the grid
system.
Excavations in Ghost Cave continued until early summer of 1939.
Apparently, excavations were not continuous throughout this period.
During certain periods archaeological work at the Pictograph Cave
complex may have stopped while the men worked on other sites such as
the Hagen site or the Red Lodge site.

From gaps in the field notes I

infer that Oscar Lewis may have been gone for as much as three weeks at
a time from the Pictograph Cave excavations.

It is unclear whether

excavations continued during these long intervals or whether they were
halted until Lewis returned. In some cases, Ray Thomson or Richard
Busby briefly took over supervision at the site when Lewis was not
there.
The interior of Ghost Cave was completely excavated to bedrock and
only portions of the terrace located outside of the cave may still
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Cave
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MAP 1:

Ghost Cave with grid system used during 1938-1941 excavations

20'

FIGURE 5: OTA crew excavating Ghost Cave, circa 1938.
Photographer unknown. Courtesy of Stuart
Conner
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contain cultural deposits.

All backdirt from the excavation was dumped

downslope from the terrace outside of the cave.

The massive backdirt

pile can still be seen at the toe of the terrace slope directly outside
of the cave.

Analysis of Artifacts

After Melville Sayre left the project in 1939, Oscar Lewis was
project supervisor until October of 1940.

Only then, after most of

rictograph Cave and all of Ghost Cave excavations had been completed,
was William T. Mulloy appointed director of the Montana Statewide
Archaeological Survey.

Mulloy had trained at the University of Chicago

and was a doctoral candidate there when he arrived in Montana.

His

hiring came about as a result of strong urging from Smithsonian
Institution that a qualified and trained archaeologist should supervise
work conducted by the Montana Statewide Archaeological Survey program.
Mulloy's assignment to the project was beneficial both for the state
survey program, and for Mulloy himself who used the Montana data for a
dissertation topic.
Mulloy's assigned task was to organize and analyze artifacts
collected during the excavations at the Pictograph Cave complex and
other sites in the state and to attempt to make scientific sense out of
the large quantity of cultural materials which had been recovered.
This was a difficult objective for several reasons.

First, the records

of excavations at Pictograph and Ghost caves and in the gulch area were
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not of sufficient detail that he could reconstruct the vertical
distribution of artifacts in the site.

This was necessary before he

could develop a detailed chronology for the site's occupation.

A

horizontal stripping technique had been applied within Pictograph Cave
and Ghost Cave, and no stratigraphic records were available for
detailed vertical analysis.

Only a single "control block" was left by

the previous excavation in Pictograph Cave and nothing was left in
Ghost Cave where excavations had removed all sediments to bedrock.
Because of this problem Mulloy's attempts to define the vertical
distribution of artifacts and to discern subtle temporal changes were
made extremely difficult. In addition, by using that excavation
technique the crew had failed to locate and adequately record specific
concentrations of cultural material. Defining artifact clusters, hearth
locations, activity areas and dumps then became a real problem.
Mulloy spent considerable time attempting to reconstruct the
distribution of artifacts within Pictograph Cave and Ghost Cave.

He

plotted artifact locations on sheets of brown butcher's paper, but
these trials must have failed since he included no discussion of the
spatial distribution of artifacts in the final excavation report.

His

workload and time limitations probably made it hard for him to complete
the distribution charts.

In addition, Mulloy was unable to contact

Sayre and ask questions about the excavation because Sayre had left the
state and had completely lost touch with the project. Sayre's records
for the excavation and other documentation in his possession were never
obtained by Mulloy.

While Mulloy did have Oscar Lewis' field notes and
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observations to work with, he lacked important documents and
photographs held by Sayre.

This created major problems for him. He

quickly realized that further excavations were necessary

to obtain the

stratigraphic associations needed for the site complex materials.

As a

result, Mulloy did more digging in the lower deposits in Pictograph
Cave and additional block excavation in the gulch area. Since all of
the deposits from Ghost Cave had been removed, further work there was
not possible.

For this reason, his interpretation of Ghost Cave

materials was primarily based on typological similarity with the
assemblage from Pictograph Cave where specific stratigraphic
information was obtained more readily.
Fran his analysis of artifacts from Ghost Cave, Mulloy identified a
single cultural tradition based on; 1) typological comparisons with
Pictograph Cave artifacts and 2) a reported continuous vertical
distribution of artifacts.

Mulloy determined that the same tradition

was also represented in Pictograph Cave and Empty Gulch. He named this
cultural tradition Pictograph Cave III, one of a series of four
cultural components he had identified in nearby Pictograph Cave.
Mulloy was well aware of the variation represented within the culture
bearing deposits in Ghost Cave, and he did express his reservations
about assigning all of Ghost Cave cultural materials to a single
cultural tradition:

"...the material culture complex has been regarded to some extent as
if it represented an integrated whole. This may not have been an
entirely correct interpretation for such a cave shelter as this
might well have seen only intermittent habitation and to some extent
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might have been inhabited alternately for short periods by several
different groups. This phenomenon may account for certain of the
divergent artifacts found (Mulloy,nd)."

Mulloy1s concept of Cultural Periods was a broad temporal one and
finer distinctions within any single Cultural Period could be expected:

"The nature of the cultural concepts thus developed is somewhat
peculiar. The groups of possible diagnostic traits established are
not thought of as reflecting specific cultures but specific large
slices of time. That is, at any one of the successive periods so
identified the area was probably occupied by many groups of consid
erable cultural diversity and probably representing several
different origins, and several different economic adaptations.
However, it appears that, during any one of the periods, there was a
certain substratum of similarity which cut across cultural
differences and was characteristic of the area at the time. It is
this list that the list of possible diagnostics and traits confined
to particular periods attempts to reflect. The list represents by
no means tribal diagnostics, but rather horizon style diagnostics
(Mulloy,1958:7)."

Mulloy postulated that earlier cultural horizons PCI and PCII repre
sented in Pictograph Cave were not found in Ghost Cave because Ghost
Cave had not been habitable in the early periods (Mulloy,1958:88). He
was surprised and could not explain why deposits from the protohistoric
period found in Pictograph Cave IV were not present in Ghost Cave.

My

own research suggests that extensive surface collecting in the area
from the turn of the century onward may have removed Protohistoric PC
IV materials from within Ghost Cave; the cave was probably used by
these late peoples (albeit not as intensively as Pictograph Cave) but
cultural items left behind were removed from the site by collectors for
more than 35 years.

This would explain the apparent incongruity of
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late period occupation of Empty Gulch and Pictograph Cave without
simultaneous use of Ghost Cave.
Although information was available to Mulloy about the distribution
of artifacts within Ghost Cave, his research questions were primarily
chronological. Because so little was known of Northwestern Plains
prehistory, he focused on building a chronology for the region based on
changes in assemblages and artifact form through time.

Such research

was at the forefront of archaeological thinking at the time, and the
results of his study forms the framework for Northwest Plains
chronology even today (Reeves,1985).
More recent archaeological investigations in the Northwest Plains
tend to support Mulloy's observations about technological and cultural
changes on the Northwest Plains through time. Although several more
elaborate schemes have been devised during the approximately 30 years
since Mulloy's publication (eg. Frison,1978; Reeves,1983) most of these
are based on divisions recognized by Mulloy.

Mulloy urged caution in

applying his chronology, and emphasized the tentative nature and lack
of complete documentation for his assumptions.

Nonetheless the basic

chronological framework developed by him can still be applied today.

Storage. Transport and Curation of Cultural

Materials

The history of the curation of materials from the Pictograph Cave
complex is the least documented and the most difficult portion of the
project to reconstruct.

Thousands of artifacts were collected during
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the excavation including bone, stone, shell, fossils, wood, vegetable
products, leather, human remains, basketry, twine and other materials.
According to newspaper reports from 1941, Mulloy estimated that over
30,000 items were removed from excavations in Empty gulch, Ghost Cave
and Pictograph Cave (Hyde,1941-a). This may be a misrepresentation of
the quantity of cultural materials excavated from the Pictograph Cave
complex, but if unworked stone and bone materials not currently in the
collection were included in this count, it may be a fairly accurate
estimate.

On the other hand this number may also reflect artifact

counts amassed by the all projects under the Montana Statewide
Archaeological Survey at that time.

If 30,000 pieces were removed from

the Pictograph Cave complex, only a small percentage of that original
collection can now be accounted for.

Whatever the actual number of

items recovered from the site, there is little doubt that an unusually
large quantity of prehistoric cultural materials were processed during
the period of 1937 through 1941 by the archaeological laboratory.
Because there were so many items, it was probably difficult to maintain
control of the unwieldy collection and to protect it from unscrupulous
collectors.
During the earliest stages of the project, cultural materials were
sent directly from the excavation site to the Billings Commercial Club
in Billings for packaging and cataloging and eventual shipment to the
Montana School of Mines in Butte. During this period, artifacts were
displayed at the Billings Commerical Club headquarters.
report by Walter Vanaman;
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According to a

"The work progressed smoothly, and as soon as enough artifacts were
found to make a good representative collection an exhibit was placed
in the Billings Commercial Club and visitors at the cave were told
to go look at them. We usually had great numbers of bones around
for the people to look at, and occasionally gave away a sample of
the more common ones, but the artifacts were guarded carefully and
sent to town as soon as there were very many on hand.
We had
numerous offers from people to buy various artifacts, especially
arrow points. Some were disappointed that they were not for sale
(Vanaman,nd)".

Later, by the summer of 1938, artifacts from the Pictograph Cave
complex were put on display at the Billings Library (Vanaman, nd). But
usually all artifacts removed from the site complex were eventually
sent to a laboratory set up at the Montana School of Mines in Butte for
processing, cataloging and storage.

Eventually, probably during the

spring or summer of 1938, another field laboratory was set up at the
local museum in Lewistown, Montana. Artifacts removed from the
Pictograph Cave complex as well as artifacts from the Hagen site and
other sites investigated by the Montana Statewide Archaeological
Survey, were subsequently shipped to Lewistown for processing.
Apparently, artifacts previously stored at the Montana School of Mines
in Butte were also transferred to Lewistown at that time. Because of
obvious problems of travel distance from the source site, it is unclear
why a laboratory was established in Lewistown. Several possible reasons
have been identified.

Lewistown is located in the geographic center of

the state and may have been perceived as a convenient repository for
materials from projects all across the state.

A second reason may be

that Sayre had personal interests in Lewistown and having a field lab
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located there gave him opportunity to pay regular visits to the area
(Conner, personal communication).

Other reports suggest that Sayre

acquired property in Lewistown and that he had the artifacts moved
there for cataloging and classification so that he could maintain a
residence there.
Whatever the reason for establishing a new field laboratory in
Lewistown, by the Summer of 1938, virtually all of the artifacts
recovered from the Pictograph Cave complex excavations and Hagen site
excavations were sent there.

As a result the Lewistown museum soon

became the repository for one of the finest collections of
archaeological specimens ever amassed in the state.

To this day no

finer assortment of prehistoric materials from Montana has ever been
assembled in one place.
At the same time that the "field laboratory" at the Lewistown museum
received most of Pictograph Cave complex cultural materials, the
Billings Commercial Club initiated plans to build a museum in Empty
Gulch. The project was planned so that construction would be done by
crews of the Works Progress Administration.

Work continued on that

building until the spring of 1939 when final plans were made to
transfer artifacts to Billings for storage and exhibition.
In January of 1939, the Eastern Montana School of Mines relinquished
responsibility for the project, and the supervisory role for
excavations at the Pictograph Cave complex was transferred to the
Montana State Normal School in Billings.

A building was secured on the

Normal School grounds to house a laboratory facility and museum for
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Pictograph Cave complex materials. By this time Billings residents who
had been involved in the project were upset with the practice of
sending Pictograph Cave artifacts out of the local area to Lewistown.
They argued loudly for a return of the collection to Billings for
storage and analysis at the Normal School in Billings.
This began what became a long and involved effort to recover
artifacts from the Lewistown museum committee whose members were not
receptive to the idea of giving up such a unique and valuable
collection.

From about January of 1939 until December of that year

negotiations continued and tempers flared concerning the transfer of
the Montana Statewide Archaeological Survey materials from the
Lewistown Museum to the Eastern Montana Normal School.

Whale Phelan,

who had been involved in the excavation project from the beginning,
made several trips to Lewistown to secure the artifacts for transfer
but was repeatedly denied permission from the museum board to move the
collection.

In a letter dated February 21, 1939, J. Brad Seely,

Project Engineer for the W.P.A. wrote to Dr. L.B. McMullan of the
Eastern Montana Normal Schools

"There is no doubt but that these people in Lewistown still be looth
(sic) to give up these artifacts without definite assurances that
they or other pieces equally interesting will be returned to
Lewistown for display"

And in a letter to Seely from McMullan dated February 18, 1939 he
states:
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"you realize of course that a great deal of this material has
disappeared. I have been trying to trace a skull that was located
and presumably sent in to the Western Reserve University. The
report from that institution is that the skull was never delivered".

In a later letter dated March 30, 1939 from Mabel Laraway of
the WPA to Joseph R. Parker, administrator of the State WPA program in
Butte she states:

"Chairman of the [Lewistown] museum, Dr. Cox, gave his approval
sometime ago to remove exhibits at Lewistown to Billings to be
catalogued. I was just notified by Mrs. [Salyer] ... that the
committee did not stand back of Dr. Cox and are now raising an
objection. She said they had an article in the paper also, which is
a bad situation."

Finally, a letter signed by

R.H. Fletcher of the State of Montana

Highway Commission to the WPA states:

"The [Commission] feel very strongly that due to our understanding
with professor Sayre, control of the excavated items belongs to the
department and that collection such as the one at Lewistown are
being held without proper authority...it is our understanding
that if the present sponsorship were permitted to run out and the
Highway [department] took over, then another transfer of all
artifacts involved would be made to this department. That would
certainly be an easy way to settle what might become a
disagreeable controversy...The Commission feels that Lewistown has
no claim whatsoever on the collection which they are now holding
which is apparently xthe cream of the crop'."

All evidence suggests that an unknown quantity of material from the
Montana statewide Archaeological Survey's excavation projects was never
returned from the Lewistown museum.
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This fact was verified recently

when a box containing artifacts from the Pictograph Cave complex and
the Hagen site were recovered from the Lewistown museum (Dale Davidson,
personal communication).

These materials had not been available to

Mulloy during his analysis.

Although many items were eventually

shipped back to the State Normal School in Billings, a comparison of
artifacts listed in Oscar Lewis' original field notes with those cited
in Mulloy's final report shows some discrepancies.

For example, Lewis

reported, drew and described 10 bone harpoon points recovered from
Ghost Cave whereas Mulloy reports only six.

Given the size of the

collection, and the value placed on the pieces by collectors, some
artifacts may never have left the Lewistown area and may have ended up
in private collections.
Oscar Lewis reported to J.L. Cramer that, "while there [in
Lewistown] a considerable portion [of the collection] were either lost
or stolen" (Cramer, 1964).

Mulloy also expressed his belief that the

Lewistown specimens were the "most spectacular" and that when they
finally arrived at Billings there appeared to be items missing which
"may have been stolen" (Mulloy, 1964).
More loss of Pictograph Cave artifacts occurred at the museum
established on the site by the city of Billings.

A small sandstone

structure was built and then later had to be closed due to vandalism, a
continuous problem throughout the development of the site as a tourist
attraction. Some of the finest remaining materials were stored in the
museum at that time.

Later, a probable arson-caused fire at the

building totally destroyed the structure and all the materials inside.
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Carling Malouf examined the burned structure after the fire but failed
to locate any cultural materials.

He believes that either some items

had been removed before the fire or all artifacts were completely
destroyed by the fire (Malouf, personal communication).
Besides artifacts, various scientific samples removed from the site
for analysis are also missing from the Pictograph Cave complex
collection.

Oscar Lewis stated that soil and charcoal samples were

taken from the caves during several stages of excavation.

According to

one report, Sayre sent four samples of pollen, and charcoal to
different institutions for analysis. Fletcher (1964) reports that one
of those institutions was the University of Oklahoma.

None of these

materials have been traced, and it is very likely that they were thrown
out years ago. A full photographic record of cave excavations and of
important artifacts in situ was taken.

While this record would be an

invaluable aid in interpretation of the sites, it has also
disappeared.

Phelan (1939) suggested that Sayre possessed most of

these materials at the time of his separation from the project.
Following Mulloy's arrival, all remaining Pictograph Cave complex
materials were sent to the Montana State Normal School for curation,
cataloging and analysis.

The WPA employed several workers for these

tasks, and they did a commendable job of marking each artifact, even
down to small strands of vegetal matter, with catalog numbers and in
many cases also with spatial coordinates and elevation.
Mulloy was temporarily separated from the project in 1941 when he
left the project to enter military service.
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However, cataloging of

artifacts continued at the State Normal School throughout the war
years.

Preliminary artifact counts provided by Mulloy in his initial

report to the WPA before he left the project compared to those in his
1958 publication, show a number of specimens were lost or removed from
the collection while it was at the Eastern Montana Normal School
laboratory.
When cataloging and analysis was completed, all materials were sent
to the University of Montana in Missoula for permanent curation.

The

materials arrived in Missoula stored in shoe boxes which contained the
catalog number sequence of materials included within.

In a letter by

William Mulloy to Stuart Conner (1964) he reported that the complete
collection was sent to the University of Montana.

Animal bone and some

vegetal matter which had been sent to the University of Chicago for
analysis eventually arrived back at the University for storage, but
some of the human skeletal material never did arrive and may still be
in storage in an unknown location at the University of Chicago.

In a

letter to Stuart Conner dated April 14, 1964, Mulloy wrote:

"I am certain that the University of Chicago does not have any
records or specimens."

The Pictograph Cave materials have been stored at the University of
Montana for almost 40 years.

The collection was moved four times when

the department of Anthropology at the University was relocated, however
the items in storage received relatively little disturbance during
those moves (Malouf, personal communication).
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While some of the items

stored at the University of Montana may have been examined and handled,
and possibly removed, the collection was for the most part undisturbed
until 1978.

Then, Professor Fred Munday brought out projectile points

and endscrapers from the collection for examination in a lithic
analysis class. These items were stored in the laboratory at the
University of Montana. Following the completion of the analysis, the
materials were left in the laboratory for a period of approximately 2
years.

During this time the material was easily accessible and not

properly stored being subject to handling and possible removal.
Additional portions of the collection may have been removed at this
time.

Table 2 shows a summary comparison of artifacts currently

curated in the University of Montana collection and artifact counts
reported by Mulloy in his 1958 publication.

Actual counts are

displayed in the table, and numerical discrepancies probably reflect a
combination of artifact loss, breakage, and selective analysis on the
part of Mulloy (for example unworked bone and shell were not counted by
i-iulloy but were counted in the University of Montana collection).
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TABLE 2
RAW MATERIAL TYPE COUNTS FROM GHOST CAVE
ASSEMBLEDGE FROM UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA COLLECTION
AND AS REPORTED BY MULLOY.

ARTIFACT
CLASS

UNIVERSITY OF
MONTANA COUNT

MULLOY*
COUNT

Chipped Stone

955

1771

Animal Bone

710***

295**

Shell

403***

133**

75

78

Floral Remains

3

85

Human Remains

18

0

0

12

Ground Stone

Other

Total

2164

2374

SOURCE: "The Excavation of Ghost Cave" unpublished WPA manuscript,nd.
**includes worked pieces only
***includes worked and unworked pieces
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CHAPTER 3: NFLTPRAL

In order to draw meaningful conclusions about behavior from the
distribution of cultural materials in the Ghost Cave collection it is
necessary to recognize hew natural processes at work in the cave have
affected those spatial patterns.

Thus I found it necessary to

investigate the geology of the site, particularly the process of cave
formation.

In this chapter I discuss the natural setting of the

Pictograph Cave complex and the natural and cultural stratigraphy in
Ghost Cave.

Brief Geographical Sketch of the Pictograph Cave Complex

Ghost Cave was formed in a sandstone cliff situated approximately
three miles from the Yellowstone River within the Bitter Creek drainage
near Billings, south-central Montana.

Ghost Cave is one of three

erosional recesses along a south facing rincon called Empty Gulch. The
site lies in the Northwestern Plains geographic province within the
Yellowstone River valley.

In this region, the valley is broad with

bluffs of the first terrace rising to a height of one hundred to
several hundred feet high.

These bordering rock faces which line the

river are known locally as the "rimrocks" and they line the river
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valley for over 10 miles in the Billings area.

The adjacent uplands

have been carved into a badlands type terrain (Mulloy 1958:15).

Beyond

the present floodplain of the Yellowstone are up to three terraces of
one hundred to six hundred feet in height and up to 20 miles in width.
It is on the edge of one such terrace, a vertical face cut into the
Eagle sandstone, that the Empty Gulch caves were formed.
In the vicinity of the Pictograph Cave, rolling plains or peneplains
downgraded by various stages of erosion are common landforms that form
a topography characterized by rolling hills, rock terrace escarpments,
and dissected badlands.

More resistant sandstone cuestas and benches

also occur in the vicinity. The area is flanked by eastward extensions
of the Rocky Mountains.

To the south lie the Pryor and Bighorn

Mountain ranges and the Bighorn River and Clark's Pork of the
Yellowstone River.

The Beartooth Mountains and Yellowstone Park are

located to the southwest.

Further west lies the Absaroka Mountain

range and the Shields and Boulder Rivers.

To the north, beyond the

Bull Mountain uplift lies the Musselshell River and further beyond, the
Missouri River.

Eastward, the terrain opens up into the relatively

unbroken short grass prairie of the open plains.
The site is surrounded by shortgrass prairie vegetation, but the
Empty Gulch rincon offers a wide variety of plant resources.

Empty

Gulch is a natural water trap for precipitation and contains a
permanent spring.

Hie Bitter Creek bottom which is located closeby

contains a few riparian species such as cottonwood and ash.

Greasewood

and sage are interspersed with various grass species in the bottomlands
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near the site while the upland areas above the rock face contains
scattered pines and shortgrasses.

Thus, a wide diversity of plant

resources are available on and near the site location.

Ghost Cave Natural stratigraphy

The fill within Ghost Cave consisted of dry to damp sand intermixed
with angular sandstone and iron concretions.

These rocks ranged in

size from a few centimeters to over 10 meters in diameter.
Intermingled with these materials was humus material which had been
washed over the top of the cliff or deposited by winds.

Fine sands,

windblown plant remains and small animal feces filled crevices in the
rockfall.
According to stratigraphic information given by Mulloy (1958) and
Lewis (nd), this fill was consistent and no obvious sediment layering
or stratification was noted (see Figure 6).

Since careful analysis of

cave sediments did not occur during excavation, the reported uniformity
of cave sediments may be questioned.

One should not rule out the

possibility that micro-stratigraphy was present on the site.
Excavation of Ghost Cave was primarily horizontal stripping, and the
unstable sand matrix made strict spatial control difficult.
Although several renowned geologists including Drs. W.T. Thon and
Glen Jepson of Princeton, Dr. Barnum Brown of the American Museum of
Natural History, and Dr. E.S. Perry of the Montana School of mines
visited and inspected the site, no detailed geological or
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FIGURE 6 :

Stratigraphic Profile of Ghost Cave (From Mulloy, 1958)

sedimentological study of Ghost Cave or Pictograph Cave was ever
reported.

However, Mulloy made some insightful observations about the

cave's development based on archaeological and stratigraphic infor
mation available to him.

Typical Cave Formation Processes

In order to understand the natural process of sedimentation in a
cave environment it is necessary to understand how caves are formed.
Although certain general principles apply, sedimentary processes in
rockshelters vary because of bedrock variability, exposure, local
relief, size and shape, and human occupation (Parrand,1985:23).

Even

within a small geographic area, each rock shelter tends to be unique.
Because Ghost Cave was finally excavated to bedrock, available
information for understanding the processes which formed the cave and
the sedimentation within it is lacking, and limited comparative data
are available for analysis.
When one views cave sediments it is important to realize that
evolution has occurred and that natural and cultural stratigraphy must
fit within the context of the cave formation process in order to obtain
their real meaning.

For example, three hearths that are superimposed

one over another may have been located differently relative to cave
mouth and cave walls, because they were used at different times during
the cave's development.

The earliest hearth may have been placed at

the back of the cave, the middle hearth at a central location in the
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cave, and

the

latest

(Farrand,1985:23).

hearth

at the

mouth

of

the

cave

This genesis cannot fully be accounted for in the

analysis of Ghost Cave due to a lack of appropriate data.
The cultural deposits at Ghost Cave appear to be nearly contemporary
so that the rockshelter may not have changed since it's occupation. But
if cave spalling and erosional processes were rapid during the years of
occupation at Ghost Cave, the spatial patterning of cultural deposits
may be integrally tied to, and directly affected by, the process of
cave formation.

Since techniques for determining the rate of cave

exfoliation at Ghost Cave are unavailable, the rate of exfoliation at
Ghost Cave can only be examined indirectly by comparison with Middle
Cave and Pictograph Cave.
Figure 7 shows a drawing of conceptualized steps in the cave
formation process.

The general pattern involves a deepening of the

shelter as the backwall is eroded.

Eventually the brow collapses and

the accumulation of rock spalls results in a reduction in the depth of
the shelter as sediments accumulate around the rockfall and protect it
from weathering.

This process continues, creating a step on the

bedrock floor.

As the cycle repeats itself, it leaves a buried stepped

bedrock floor.

In the final stages, the shelter becomes choked with

its own sediments to the point where it merges with the slope on which
it was formed.

At Pictograph Cave there is good evidence that rockfall

occasionally dammed water which sometimes flowed over the mouth of the
cave and formed pools which are represented by varves in deeply
stratified cave deposits (Mulloy, 1958:51).
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FIGURE 7: Conceptualized drawing of steps in the cave formation
process (from Laville, et al, 1980).
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Clear and concise analysis of cave sediments involves investigation
of several kinds of evidence including source, transport agent,
depositional environment, and
(Stein,1985:5-19).

post depositional alterations

Particularly important data in the analysis of

archaeological deposits are the presence of human introduced

or

altered sediments. These may be represented by humic soil horizons,
cultural materials and features.

While the limitations of the

available data is a problem, a few observations by excavators and
observers help shed some light on the depositional environment within
Ghost Cave.

Ghost Cave Formation and Sedimentation

Ghost Cave was formed similarly to Pictograph and Middle caves
within a series of massive horizontally lain sandstone beds. These are
capped by a more resistant sandstone layer called the Eagle sandstone.
These materials were deposited hundreds of millions of years ago during
Cretaceous times when a vast inland sea covered much of central and
eastern Montana.

This sea receded and advanced several times during

its existence, laying and compressing the sediments which make up the
numerous sandstone layers present.

These sandstones vary in thickness

and compactness each representing differing degrees of compression and
slightly differing sediment accumulation through time. In the rincon
outcropping at the Pictograph Cave complex, the resistant Eagle
sandstone member overlays a softer shale.
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The formation of the

escarpment seems to have resulted from the undercutting of this softer
matrix underlying the more impervious Eagle sandstone topping.
The caves formed in Pleistocene times when the Yellowstone river was
at an elevation 900 feet above the present city of Billings
(Schulte,1964).

The river lowered its bed to its present level by

stages and in the process, aided by weathering, carved recesses by
differential erosion.

Further erosion by Bitter Creek and its small

intermittent tributaries in the area eroded away portions of the
Sandstone member and developed a south facing linear escarpment or
rincon in which the caves have formed (see Figure 1).

This rincon or

gulch is about 1500 feet deep and 1000 feet wide and lies about 3000
feet east of Bitter creek.

Towards the northeast the walls of the

rincon rise to a height of over 150 feet but there are no opposite
cliffs so the terrain opens up toward the south and provides a
panoramic view.
Of the several small tributaries which enter the valley formed along
the north-northwesterly flowing Bitter Creek, three minor channels
drain water off the impervious Eagle Sandstone down into the Empty
Gulch rincon.

A view of Empty Gulch shows distinct "V" shaped notches

above the three caves where water drainage has occurred (see Figure
1).

Water in these channels, which form waterfalls during heavy

rainfall, undermined the more soluble shale member underlying the
sandstone.

Because the site is in a semi arid environment, moisture

typically occurs in the form of short heavy rains which accelerate
erosion in Empty Gulch,

The lack of appreciable soils on the top of
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the rincon, and the imperviousness of the bedrock also facilitate
fluvial erosion.

Wind scouring, gravity, chemical erosion and other

natural agents have also contributed to the formation of Ghost, Middle
and Pictograph caves.
While all three caves in Empty Gulch resulted from similar erosional
processes in a similar bedrock matrix, each shelter is at a different
stage of development. Pictograph Cave is the largest being a shallow,
wide mouthed cave 160 feet wide at the mouth and 45 feet deep.

Hie

relative large size of Pictograph Cave probably indicates more
intensive water erosion as a result of a larger catchment basin.
Problems with "waterfall" erosion from the drainage above Pictograph
Cave was a regular concern during it's excavation.
Middle Cave can be described as a shallow recess. The shelter is 40
feet wide at the mouth and nine feet deep.

It probably offers a

reasonable example of how Ghost Cave may have looked early in its
development.

Excavation at the mouth of Middle Cave failed to locate

clear evidence of intensive cultural activity.
Ghost Cave is an erosional recess smaller than Pictograph Cave, but
it offered better shelter as it is proportionately deeper than
Pictograph Cave.

It is about 100 feet wide and 50 feet deep. The cave

provides an expansive view of Empty Gulch and the surrounding rolling
hills like its counterparts, but interestingly, the best view is
towards the fresh water spring which occurs on the site. The cave faces
almost directly south and had a high, relatively flat interior terrace.
A talus slope extends from just beyond the mouth of the cave down to a
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lower terrace which runs along the entire length of the rincon and
forms the base for each of the three caves.
In his analysis of Ghost Cave stratigraphy, Mulloy suggested that
the cave was not habitable for humans during the Early Period
represented at Pictograph Cave because it had not developed
sufficiently.

Mulloy wrote:

"its [Ghost Cave's] bottom sloped outward at a sharp angle thus
rendering it unsuitable for habitation before enough deposit had
formed naturally to provide it with a level floor (Mulloy,
1958:139)".

If Mulloys interpretation is correct, Ghost Cave may have developed
to a degree similar to stage I (as seen in Figure 7) during PCI and
PCII times.

Evidence turned up during this research suggests that some

Early Period occupation may have occurred near the present mouth of
Ghost Cave, possibly at a time when the recess was less developed and
perhaps similar in appearance to modern day Middle Cave.

If this is an

accurate assessment, Ghost Cave underwent rapid development during the
last 3000 years.
When one reviews the contour map and pre-excavation photographs of
Ghost Cave, a clear "step" formation is evident which follows the
expected pattern of cave formation as noted above. I noted earlier that
fluvial erosion was probably the major contributor to cave erosion at
Ghost Cave.

An observation made by Oscar Lewis during excavations at

Pictograph Cave underscores the strong erosional powers of falling
water when heavy rain fell in the area.
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A trench in Pictograph Cave

was washed out by running water, and at one point Lewis even suggested
placing a concrete dam above Pictograph Cave to catch water for the
park lawn and trees (Lewis,nd:182).
Frost action also loosens the easily fractured shale and sandstone.
The combination of extreme temperatures and southern exposure probably
accelerates mechanical weathering of the cave.

Parent rock scales off

and soon disintegrates or is carried downslope by erosion and soil
creep.

More resistant "capping" sediments remain to form the cave

ceiling, and these are weathered, albeit more slowly than the softer
underlying shale.

Spherical concretions are formed when organic

materials within the original sand deposits are subsequently replaced
by a growing concentration of calcium and iron carbonates. These
rounded spalls accumulate on the cave floor together with angular block
fall.
Generally in their formation, a series of steps develop in the cave
floor. In Ghost Cave the active interaction of slope and terrace
sediments was partly responsible for the accumulation of sediments
within the cave.

Natural processes of erosion affect sloped areas

differently than level locations.

Typically, sheet wash and

gravitational movement are accelerated on greater slopes.

Erosion can

produce distinct patterning of natural and cultural sediments within a
site, and the natural "creep" of cultural materials downslope must be
considered in cave sediment analysis. A study conducted by Rick (1976)
suggests that there is a relationship between artifact weight and shape
and the degree of natural downslope movement.
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Several distinct sedimentary layers were observed within the
Pictograph Cave deposits which resulted from different depositional
activities.

Although analysis of these sediments is not directly

applicable to Ghost Cave, it does aid in understanding the history of
climatological changes within Empty Gulch. The uppermost horizon was
composed of fine dry sands and coarse angular sandstone blocks.
Underlying this was a zone of moist brown sand which showed varves
suggestive of the formation of a series of shallow pools within the
cave.

Mulloy suggested that this level may have been formed during a

moist period, or more likely at a time when cave spalling effectively
blocked the outlet channel and allowed pools to form within the cave
interior.

If the dark brown soil lens at Pictograph Cave did represent

a period of increased moisture over-all, the climate during this period
may have accelerated the formation of Ghost Cave and Pictograph Cave.
Unfortunately, we have no absolute dates for this stratigraphic lens in
Pictograph Cave, but it was associated with PCI Early Middle Period
cultural material.

Portions of this matrix are still intact within

Pictograph Cave and could possibly be dated if further investigations
were conducted.
At the time that Ghost Cave was mapped prior to its excavation, the
cave had a fairly level floor located at the back.

This floor was

about 1800 square feet in area. That area made up approximately 60% of
the space within the cave's dripline.

This upper terrace was the best

location for human habitation within the cave and, in fact, was the
area where the crew set up field camp in June of 1937.
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This level

terrace floor at the back of the cave offered good shelter from the
elements and the smaller size, and the more enclosed nature of Ghost
Cave may have offered better shelter and warmer accommodations with
fire than was available in Pictograph Cave. That this area offered
plenty of room for living is demonstrated by the photo of the crew's
field camp in Figure 5.
Emanating from this level terrace area but partially still within
the confines of the cave was the sloped portion of the cave.

Hie cave

floor sloped southward toward the mouth of the cave in this area (see
Map 1).

This portion of the cave took up approximately 1200 square

feet or about 40 percent of the cave's interior.

Analysis of cultural

deposits on the site suggests that the cave slope area contained higher
concentrations of cultural debris than the upper terrace area within
the cave.
Finally, just beyond the mouth of the cave there was another fairly
level area which gradually sloped beyond the drip line and down into a
drainage channel head below.

This channel was formed by wash erosion

from the waterfall above the cave.

This lower terrace region extends

along the entire east-west cross section of the rincon and forms a
barrier above the lower Empty Gulch area.

According to early reports,

a great amount of angular sandstone blocks had accumulated at this
location at the mouth of the cave.

At one time the rockfall reportedly

had accumulated to a point where it effectively kept cattle from
entering Ghost Cave (Jenkins,1961).
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Cultural stratigraphy

The cultural stratigraphy within Ghost cave did not exhibit the
stratification and separation noted in Pictograph cave.

That is why

Mulloy decided to assign the site to a single cultural tradition.

To

bolster his interpretation he notes the similarity and over-all
consistency of artifact styles and types and the similarity of Ghost
Cave materials with those from Pictograph Cave III.

In the initial WPA

report for the site excavation, Mulloy noted:

"The physical relationship of the material found at Ghost cave
indicate that it probably belongs to a single cultural horizon. All
of it was recovered from a single stratum which demonstrated a more
or less continuous occupation. The cultural remains did not differ
significantly from the top to bottom of this stratum, almost all the
artifact types occurring throughout its vertical extent. For this
reason the material culture
complex has been regarded to some
extent as if is represented an integrated whole (Mulloy, nd).

Later in the same document, Mulloy wrote:

"Ghost cave seems to have been occupied by a group or a series of
closely related groups of prehistoric, non-ceramic, more or less
nomadic hunters... They may have occupied the cave intermittently
and it is just possible that these occupations may have been altered
by visits of slightly different groups. In general the cave shows
continuous occupation by a series of closely related groups, however
(Mulloy, nd)".

Probably the clearest description of the cultural stratigraphy at
Ghost Cave comes from Oscar Lewis' unpublished field notes.
described the cultural stratigraphy in Ghost cave in this way:
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He

"All cultural items [in Ghost Cave] come from a strata that has been
deposited during the time the cave was occupied, it runs from 12
inches to 44 inches and extends over the entire surface and even
extends beyond the present limits of the cave as it is now. Hie
camp refuse consists of their orniments, stone and bone tools,
broken bone, clam shells and shell trinkets and disintegrated
sandstone (Lewis, nd).n

This passage describes a continuous stratum of cultural material
which supports Mulloys interpretation of a continuous vertical
distribution of artifacts. The conclusions reached by Mulloy should be
taken with some caution, however, since recent analyses of cave
sediments in other sites in Montana suggest that cultural stratigraphy
does not always conform to natural stratigraphy.
A recent multidisciplinary study of cave sites in the Pryor
Mountains of Montana was conducted by the Center for the Study of Early
Man, University of Maine at Orono.

Results of analyses of sediments,

pollen, fauna, flora, packrat middens and other data sources were
combined to provide information about formation processes and prehis
toric utilization of cave sites in the area during the late Pleistocene
period.

In a study of sediments in Shield Trap Cave Oliver (1981)

observed that semi-distinct bone layers in the excavation unit walls
occurred in a stratigraphic unit where no litho-stratigraphic units
were discernible (Oliver,1981:24).

This demonstrates that temporally

separated cultural stratigraphic units are definable in spite of the
lack of any visible changes in sediments.

If similar conditions

prevailed in Ghost Cave (and it is difficult to conceive that this was
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not the case given the nature of cultural deposits) then fine
stratigraphic breaks were probably overlooked during excavation.
Hie spatial location of occupation debris in Ghost Cave was
discussed by Oscar Lewis several tines.

Lewis believed that the level

upper portion of the cave had been the area most regularly occupied,
and that camp debris was simply pushed away down slope as a 'house
cleaning' technique:

"...I figured all along that we should strike heavier concentrations
up where the deposits leveled off at the top, then when too much
camp refuse
accumulated they pushed it over the edge and on down
the slope [.] [T]hat accounts for the artifacts all the way down
(Lewis, nd)".

"The human debris is showing up all the way across and up the slope
as I expected it would, when we get to the top we're really gonna
get stuff (Lewis, nd)".

The excavations started at the mouth of the cave at the base of the
slope and worked upslope into the deposits.
were located at the base of the slope at the
cave.

Rich cultural deposits
western-most mouth of the

Cultural materials were so abundant in this area that this

location was referred to as "the dump" during excavation activities.
Although cultural materials did cluster in other locations, the
heaviest concentrations appear to have been in this dump location. As
excavations progressed, Lewis' expectations about heavier deposits
being located up on the upper, level portion of the cave were not
realized:
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"Three screens working in Ghost cave, not producing much of anything
at this time, thought we should strike heavier deposits nearer the
back but as it hasn't produced anything (Lewis, nd)".

The fact that the most level and sheltered portion of Ghost Cave
contained relatively few artifacts (about 30% of total) might suggest
that downslope redeposition of living debris was taking place.

Another

possible explanation is that there was more use of the lower terrace
and lower slope area.

Most likely the distribution of artifacts can be

explained by both of these factors. If redeposition of artifacts
occurred, separate dump areas relating to distinct occupations might be
possible to isolate; these would give clues to the size and
organization of the groups of people who used the cave.
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CHAPTER 4: THE SPATIAL ANALYSIS

Spatial Analysis of Ghost Cave; The Data Sources

Only part of the original Ghost Cave collection is currently
available for analysis at the University of Montana.

In order to

obtain as much information as possible about cave excavations, and to
obtain spatial data which accurately reflects the distribution of
artifacts in Ghost Cave, I used two sources of data.

Following is a

discussion of my data sources and the variables examined during the
analysis:

University of Montana Collection - All artifacts in the Pictograph Cave
complex collection at the University of Montana were analyzed
separately.

I constructed a computer data base using two sources of

information, descriptive data written on each piece in indelible ink,
and a card catalog system which Mulloy developed to keep track of
cultural materials. The following variables were entered into the
University of Montana data base:

1.

Artifact catalog number: Most pieces had a catalog number assigned

in the laboratory during analysis.
2.

Specimen label:

A system originally devised by Oscar Lewis, most

pieces had an insignia (G, Px, Px3, Pz, etc.) which indicated the
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general area where the piece was found.
3.

North-South horizontal grid location: Distance from datum in feet.

4.

East-West horizontal grid location: Distance from datum in feet.

5.

Elevation: Distance in feet from an established vertical datum

plane.
6.

Artifact Class: Included one of the following; worked bone,

unworked bone, chipped stone, ground stone, shell, floral remains,
fossils, leather, and other.
7.

Location number: This was a number assigned by Mulloy during

laboratory analysis to group artifacts with the 10 by 10 foot block
where they occurred.
8.

Quantity: In many cases artifacts which shared the above

information were placed in the data base together and the number of
pieces in the grouping was noted here.

I entered all legible label information into the data base.
Unreadable labels were double checked by cross checking the card
catalog system with the information on the artifacts.

When the

information for any artifact could not be determined, an entry of "no
data" was placed in the appropriate category of the data base.
All artifacts in the collection which had been recovered from Ghost
Cave were separated out and analyzed individually for this research.
Approximately 19% of the Ghost Cave artifacts had no spatial
information and could not be used for plotting artifact distribution.
The artifact assemblage from Ghost Cave was not complete, and I
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estimate that approximately 40% to 70% of the original collection from
Ghost Cave was included in this data base. For the most part chipped
stone artifacts (mostly projectile points and endscrapers) made up the
uncataloged materials.

These were also the most abundant artifact

types in the collection.

Table 2 shows raw material counts (including

artifacts and all other items) from Ghost Cave currently housed at the
University of Montana.

Oscar Lewis Field Notes - A second source of information on artifact
distributions came from the original field notes kept by Oscar Lewis
during the time he supervised excavations at Ghost Cave. These consist
of over 400 pages of hand written text together with artifact drawings
and grid locations.

Besides recording all Ghost Cave artifacts and

their locations, I also noted observations by Lewis on the location of
features, artifact concentrations and the natural and cultural strata
at the site.

This information was incorporated into my analysis.

The

field notes data base contained the following variables:

1. Date of notebook entry: In most cases, Lewis entered a date for his
observations, this allowed me to construct a chronology for the
excavation process.
2.

North-South grid location: As noted in the previous data base.

3.

East West grid location: As noted above.

4.

Elevation from datum: As noted above.

5.

Raw material type:

These were Lewis' written observations on the
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raw material type for artifacts.
6.

Artifact type: Using Lewis' type designations.

7. Completeness of the artifact: Using Lewis' written observations and
the drawings which were available.

Table 3 shows a summary of the data derived from my reading of the
Lewis field notes.

All Ghost Cave artifacts referred to in the field

notes (approximately 610) were included in the data base.

Of these,

458 (75%) contained grid coordinate information I used to plot spatial
distributions.

Comparison of Data Sources

The two sources of data used have complemented each other and
probably represent a fairly accurate record of where artifacts were
found in the site. Few of the "rare" or "exotic" items recorded in
Lewis' field notes are currently in the University of Montana
collection. Several items included in Oscar Lewis' field notes are not
recorded by Mulloy and may have been lost prior to his analysis before
the collection reached the University of Montana.

On the other hand,

many artifacts not mentioned in Oscar Lewis' notes or in Mulloy's 1958
publication are in the University of Montana collection.
Although the two data sources complement one another, they are not
entirely supplementary and there is some overlap.

I decided that

combining the two sources would skew the distribution patterns and
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF CULTURAL MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM GHOST CAVE,
OSCAR LEWIS FIELD NOTES DATA BASE.
Chipped Stone

422

Bone

111

Shell

43

Groundstone

14

Floral Material

10

Other

12

Total

612
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frequency counts during spatial analysis.

Since the effort involved to

track and eliminate duplication would be considerable, I decided to
maintain each data source as an independent entity and to analyze them
separately. While the spatial distributions for the two sources show
some interesting differences, probably due to their incomplete nature,
overall distribution patterns are similar for both data sources and
they corroborate one another reasonably well.
Both data sources have locational information, but as noted above,
different variables were used for classifying artifactual materials.
These differences reflect my changing research goals.

The University

of Montana collection was cataloged according to raw material without
classifying individual artifact types.

Raw material designations

seemed appropriate for cataloging the collection for permanent storage
which was my goal at the time. The Oscar Lewis data base designates
artifact types given by Lewis in his field notes.

Unlike the Oscar

Lewis field notes, the University of Montana data base included a
location number for each 10 by 10 foot block supplied by Mulloy at the
time of his analysis of the collection.

Hie date of entry in the Lewis

field notes data base was not entered for the University of Montana
collection and is not included there.

Although these data bases are

somewhat different in make-up, they both contain the information
necessary to research artifact distributions in Ghost Cave.

The Limitations of the Data from Ghost Cave
There are certain limitations in the data available for spatial
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analysis of Ghost Cave which must be considered when interpreting my
results. Those factors are as follows:

1. Selective collection during excavation.

It is unclear whether

cultural materials were discarded at the time of excavation or in the
laboratory, but there is some reason to believe that some cultural
materials which may have been encountered during excavation are not in
the Ghost Cave collection.

Only worked pieces and completed tools are

currently housed at the University of Montana.

This creates problems

in defining the location and occurrence of some activities such as
stone tool manufacture which generates unworked chipped stone debitage
byproducts.

In some cases, Oscar Lewis referred to activities which he

thought took place on the site in specific localities (i.e. shell
working, flintknapping) from which few materials remain in the existing
collection.

In my mind, this underscores the fact that the existing

Ghost Cave collection is probably not complete.

Apparently, no one

considered chipped stone debitage important enough to save.
Chipped stone artifacts in the collection include projectile points,
bifaces, preforms, endscrapers, side scrapers, drills, retouched flakes
and utilized flakes.
Worked bone artifacts such as awls, fleshers, needles and beads were
collected, but it is unclear how much of the unworked bone encountered
at Ghost Cave was saved.

In comparison to the frequency of unworked

bone in the University of Montana collection from Pictograph Cave,
unworked bone counts from Ghost Cave are very low.
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This suggests that

unworked bone was collected at Pictograph Cave but not at Ghost Cave.
Shell items were probably consistently collected at Ghost Cave given
the number, range of types, and condition of shell artifacts in the
collection.

Therefore we probably have a representative sample of

shell types utilized and good information on the location of shell
processing and disposal areas within Ghost Cave.

2. Lack of Excavation Control.

The unstable nature of the sandy

deposits in the cave combined with poor excavation methods made it
difficult to maintain accurate vertical and horizontal control.

No

accurate soil profiles are available for Ghost Cave and the profile in
Mulloy's 1958 publication (Figure 6) shows little stratigraphic detail
and was probably reproduced after the fact from field notes.
Excavations were conducted year round, often during cold weather when
the soil was frozen and had to be removed with picks.

The open face

vertical style excavation used at Ghost Cave (see Figure 5) often
displaced artifacts from their original location from soil slumping.

3. Post depositional mixing - Packrat activity was well documented
during the Ghost Cave excavations by Oscar Lewis.

Packrats often would

take certain items to their nests, moving them from their original
location.

Bioturbation, slope wash, water erosion, and rockfall also

combined to displace cultural materials in the cave from their original
locations.
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4. Lack of Information about large sandstone blocks - There are many
references in Lewis' notes about the presence of large angular
sandstone blocks in the cave matrix.

These ceiling fall remnants

ranged from 2 to 20 feet in diameter, and in some cases explosives were
used to break up the slabs for removal.

These large blocks also made

it hard to recreate soil strata and understanding the horizontal and
vertical distribution of cultural materials.

Information about the

location and placement of these blocks might explain observed patterns
of cultural material distributions. This information is currently not
available.

5. The completeness of the data base - Although I took precautions to
insure that all available information about artifact locations was
obtained for Ghost Cave, it's possible that the my sample did not
represent the true distribution of artifacts for the cave as a whole.

Spatial Analysis

In the following section, I will address research questions by
examining variables in the data base which apply most directly to the
problem.

Question 1. What was the vertical distribution of artifacts at Ghost
Cave? Can distinct cultural strata be recognized?
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Discussion - Determining the vertical distribution of artifacts in
Ghost Cave may be possible, but isolating distinct cultural horizons is
a real problem because of reverse stratigraphy, mixing in the easily
churned sand matrix, and poor excavation controls.
demonstrated several times during excavation.

This problem was

For example, in one

instance in Ghost Cave, a portion of an antler harpoon was located.
During later excavations, a second piece of the same bone harpoon point
was found 10 feet away at a depth of four feet lower that the original
find.

Problems like this, I believe, obviate the need to exercise

great caution in drawing conclusions about artifact distributions in
the cave deposits.
In addition to a wide range of artifacts, several hearths were
excavated within Ghost Cave.

These hearths could be of major

importance in isolating and determining activity areas, however
comparably little information exists on these features.

In some cases,

alleged hearths may actually have been redeposited concentrations of
charcoal, ash and fire-burned rock which had been dumped along with
other cultural material from their original location.
Hie absence of evidence for heat treatment on artifacts reportedly
located within hearths may indicate a redeposition of the features.
Experimental work conducted in redepositing hearths from their original
location suggests that in some cases it is very difficult to
distinguish between original hearths and redeposited hearths (Herbort,
personal communication).

The hearth locations recorded in Ghost Cave
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are closely associated with concentrations of cultural materials.

But

it is difficult to determine whether these are activity areas or small
dump areas.
One purpose of my research is to plot the distributions of artifacts
in order to define occupation and activity patterns within Ghost
Cave. But plotting horizontal distributions of artifacts without
considering their

vertical dimension can quickly lead

to

misinterpretation of the data if clear stratigraphic breaks occur in
the site.
It would be naive to assume that the entire eight feet of deposits
recorded at Ghost Cave represent a single occupation.

But I believe

that Mulloy's concept of a single cultural tradition implies relative
consistency in behavioral patterns through time.
exceptions,

Therefore, with few

we would not expect to see significant variations in

season of occupation, on-site activities and intrasite patterning
throughout all the time the site was occupied.

It is these consistent

behavioral patterns which this research will attempt to identify.

Hypothesis:

The cultural deposits recovered from Ghost Cave represent

a single cultural tradition.

Test implication 1.

The vertical distribution of cultural materials

across the site is continuous with no discernible breaks or sterile
zones.
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Test implication 2.

A plot of the vertical distribution of cultural

materials from Ghost Cave should approach a normal unimodal
distribution.

Limitations:

As noted earlier, the following factors should be

considered as necessarily affecting the expected distribution of
cultural materials
1.

Bioturbation

2.

Rockfall and Slabrock

3.

Erosion

4. Excavation and Recordation methodology

Test -

I selected a series of eight 10 by 10 foot block units for

analysis of vertical artifact distribution.
from the University of Montana data base.

This sample was chosen

Block units were selected

with the goal of obtaining an adequate sample size and a sample
representative of each topographic region within the cave (i.e. upper
cave terrace, cave slope, lower cave terrace).

Map 2 shows the

location and assigned number of the eight blocks chosen for analysis.
One stratification in sampling was used, I chose four sample blocks
from the upper terrace area and four blocks from the slope zone.

Due

to the relative lack of cultural naterials on the lower terrace zone,
this area was not examined.

Tables 4 through 11 show summary

statistics for the vertical distribution of artifacts in each of the
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Ghost
Cave

20'

Sandstone

MAP 2: Locations of eight sample blocks used for vertical analysis of Ghost Cave

TABLE 4: SUMMARY STATISTICS OP ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 1 (0-10S, 0-10E), GHOST CAVE.
Elevation
20
26
42
44
48
Mean = 43.37

Artifact
Count
1
1
7
14
9
Total
32
Mode = 44

Percentage
of Total
3.1
3.1

21.8
43.8

28.1
99.9
Standard Deviation = 3.15

TABLE 5: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 2 (10-20S, 0-10E), GHOST CAVE.
Elevation
20
26
27
30
34
35
36
Mean = 30.35

Artifact
Count
1
1
33
7
16
10
4
Total
72
Mode = 27

Percentage
of Total
1.4
1. 4
45.8
9.7
22.2
13.8
5.5
99.8
Standard Deviation =

TABLE 6: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 3 (10-20S, 0-10W), GHOST CAVE.
Elevation
28
29
30
34
36
38
40
42
Mean = 37.51

Artifact
Count
1
1
7
3
4
5
25
5
Total
51
=
40
Mode

Percentage
of Total
1.9
1.9
13.7
5.8
7.8
9.8
49.0
9.8

99.7
Standard Deviation =3.42
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TABLE 7: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 4 (10-20S, 10-20E), GHOST CAVE
Elevation
20
27
28
30
34
35
Mean = 29.56

Artifact
Count
1
33
2
6
14
6
Total 62
Mode = 27

Percentage
of Total
1.6
53.2
3.2
9.6
22.5
9.6
99.7
Standard Deviation =3.14

TABLE 8: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 5 (10-20S, 30-40E), GHOST CAVE
Elevation
15
16
18
19
20
22
23
24
Mean = 19.02

Artifact
Count
2
4
35
22
19
3
1
5
Total
91
Mode = 18

Percentage
of Total
2.1
4.4
38.4
24.2
20.8
3.3
1.0
5.5
99.7
Standard Deviation =

TABLE 9: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 6 (20-30S, 0-10E), GHOST CAVE

Elevation
20
22
26
27
30
32
34
36
Mean = 28.6

Artifact
Count
1
8
13
33
21
7
14
4
Total 101
Mode = 27

Percentage
of Total
0.9
7.9
12.9
32.7
20.8
6.9
13.9
3.9
99.9
Standard Deviation =
91

TABLE 10: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 7 (40-50S, 10-20W), GHOST CAVE.
Elevation
15
20
21
23
24
25
26
36
Total
Mean = 24.09

Artifact
Count
1
1
1
32
111
31
5
2
184
Mode =24

Percentage
of Total
0.5
0.5
0.5
17.3
60.3
16.8
2.7
1.0
99.6
Standard Deviation =0.67

TABLE 11: SUMMARY STATISTICS OF ARTIFACT COUNTS BY ELEVATION FOR
SAMPLE BLOCK 8 (50-60S, 30-40W), GHOST CAVE.
Elevation
20
24
26

28

Artifact
Counts
2
80
3
1

Total
86
Mean = 24.02
Mode = 24

Percentage
of Total
2.3
93.0
3.4

1.1
99.8
Standard Deviation =0.23
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eight sample blocks.
The vertical distribution of artifacts by level of occurrence
was plotted and displayed on histograms (see Figures 8 through 15). I
compared histograms and associated statistics in order to determine if
the expected pattern of vertical cultural material distribution was
demonstrated.

Result:

The following observations are made:

Figure 8 exhibits a culturally sterile zone between artifact
distributions, but the artifact counts below the break are so low (2)
that they may be explained by natural artifact displacement through
rodent activity or other bioturbation.

Figure 11 shows a culturally sterile zone but the artifact count
below the break (1) is not significant and might also be explained by
non-cultural factors.

Judging from available information, cultural deposits at Ghost Cave
ranged in depth from a maximum of 15 feet on the cave's upper terrace
to a minimum of 3 feet on the lower terrace near the cave's dripline.

Although cultural materials were fewer on the cave's upper terrace,
they appear to have been much deeper in that area (4 to 5 times
thicker) than in the slope and lower terrace areas which contained much
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higher counts of cultural material.
All sample blocks on the upper terrace (1-4) share a similar
standard deviation, a fact that suggests relative uniformity in the
character of cultural deposits.

Sample blocks on the slope area (5-8)

show a wider diversity in the vertical distribution of cultural
material ranging from a standard deviation of .23 to 3.04.

Tftie lower standard deviation for samples 5-8 suggests tighter
clustering of cultural materials in these areas.

The maximum

clustering occurs in the west half of the cave in sample blocks 7 and
8.

Sample block 6 shows a moderate amount of clustering, while it

shows a vertical distribution more similar to those observed on the
upper terrace area.

Conclusion - The overall observed pattern for vertical artifact
distribution at Ghost Cave supports Mulloy's belief that there was but
one layer of cultural materials with no clear stratigraphic breaks in
artifact distribution.
Wide variances in the depth of deposits were observed. Cultural
materials in sample blocks at the base of the cave slope were tightly
clustered vertically while cultural deposits on the cave's upper
terrace tended to be much thicker.

A tighter vertical clustering of

cultural materials on the west side of the cave near the mouth as
compared to the right side of the cave was also noted.
As a result of this analysis, I believe that treating the horizontal
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distribution of artifacts from Ghost Cave as a single vertical
analytical unit can be justified because there were no clear breaks in
the cultural strata that would permit comparative analysis.

I believe

that Mulloy's hypothesis of a "single cultural tradition" represented
in Ghost Cave is borne out by the demonstrated lack of any clear
stratigraphic break within the cultural deposits and because the
artifacts are similar throughout the cultural stratum there.

Although

some enigmatic pieces were recovered in Ghost Cave, most of the
available evidence suggests that a single cultural tradition occupied
the site for a considerable length of time during the Late Prehistoric
Period.

Question 2.

Does the distribution of artifacts and features represent

a random, clustered or regular distribution?

Discussion - In considering the dispersion of items in space,
archaeologists generally use methods developed in the fields of
geography and ecology where spatial trend mapping has reached
considerable sophistication.
distributions in space

Analysis of

plant and animal

(Kershaw, 1973; Clark and Nevens, 1954;

Greig-Smith, 1961) and the distribution of human populations have
identified three basic patterns of item dispersion in space.

A random

distribution results when the location of each item is independent of
the location of all other items.

Distributions depart from randomness

when individual items tend to be clumped together or regularly spaced
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apart.
location.

Maximum clumping occurs when all items are present in one
Maximum regularity occurs when items are regularly spaced in

a hexagonal pattern (Ives, 1985).
There are several statistical tests available to determine the
observed pattern of items in space.

Techniques such as the Nearest

Neighbor correlation (Clark and Nevens, 1954), and the Mean Block
square analysis technique (Mead, 1974) are two such methods.

However,

given the generality and demonstrated limitations of the data, and the
lack of specific artifact locational information, I believe that these
statistical techniques are not appropriate for this analysis.
To visualize artifact distribution in Ghost Cave, I generated SYMAP
(Simulation Matrix) plots of artifact distributions using locational
data derived from the assembalge and field notes.

The SYMAP computer

program graphically depicts spatially disposed quantitative and
qualitative information in a broad range of applications.

Using the

SYMAP program, I produced two dimensional contour maps showing patterns
of artifact distributions for the UM collection and Lewis field notes
data bases.

For this study I used artifact frequency values as the

vertical dimension.

Therefore, "peaks" on the map indicate areas of

high artifact frequencies and "valleys" (or low flat zones) show areas
where artifact frequencies were lower.

Following completion of SYMAP

outputs for the desired data categories, I implemented a SYMAP sub
routine called ASPEX which uses the statistical manipulations generated
by SYMAP to produce a three dimensional graphic.

I believe that this

technique is useful for graphically displaying and identifying broad
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patterns of artifact distribution.
Since I have assumed that the deposits within Ghost Cave represent a
single cultural tradition as observed, therefore the entire vertical
deposits on the site are collapsed into a single unit for examining
horizontal patterning.

Applying the SYMAP mapping program to the data

should identify spatially distinct artifact concentrations.
Since Ghost Cave was occupied by a single cultural tradition, we
would expect that the same suite of activities occurred there regularly
(of course with some minor variation) throughout the entire period of
its occupation.

I believe that these activities and their locations

are discernible through a study of the distribution of artifacts.
In some cases, artifact concentrations on the site may be timespecific.

In other instances these loci may have been related to a

specific activity or a range of related activities which took place
over a long period of time.

Because of the limited space in Ghost

Cave, and the time depth and intensity of its use, activity areas and
dumps were probably superimposed upon one another through time.

RESULTS - Maps 3, 4,5 and 6 show the ASPEX and Symap outputs for the
distribution of all cultural materials within Ghost Cave using the two
data sources.

Although there is substantial variation between the UM

collection and field note maps, both show clustering of artifacts near
the mouth along the west side of the cave.

More artifacts were

clustered along the west wall of the cave than along the east wall of
the cave at the mouth.

In general, the mouth of the cave contained
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Oscar Lewis Notes

higher artifact counts than the cave interior.
Peculiar to both data sources is the relative absence of cultural
materials near

the

back in the west

half of Ghost

Cave.

Cultural

materials in the middle and back within the east half of the cave were
more numerous than the west

half

but were

materials near the mouth of the cave.
the cave mouth area.
cultural

These

materials in

location.

Smaller

a

not

as dense

as

Obvious peaks are observed along

peaks indicate a

small area and

rises and

nearly

high

concentration of

possibly

indicates a dump

hills on the

ASPEX

maps might

be

interpreted as more dispersed artifact loci.
I interpret the observed distribution of cultural materials within
Ghost Cave as a
spaced pattern.

cluster

pattern rather than a random or regularly

This conclusion is based on; 1) the concentration of

artifacts along the center and west half of the cave mouth; and 2) the
absence of artifacts within the cave interior along the west flank.
These distributions exclude an interpretation of regular spacing or
random spacing for cultural materials.

This cluster pattern in Ghost

Cave suggests to me that cultural and/or natural factors influenced the
distribution of
distribution

cultural

may

be

the

materials in Ghost
result

of

conscious

Cave and
decisions

that this
by

site

occupants.

Question 3.

What areas within the cave show a heavier concentration of

cultural materials?

Which areas of the cave show less amounts of

cultural materials?
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Discussion -

For comparative analysis, I identified three landform

zones within Ghost Cave.

These include the upper terrace, the terrace

slope, and the lower terrace.

Simple slope calculations were made

using degrees of slope for each of the 10 foot by 10 foot blocks noted
on the grid.

Ten by 10 ft. blocks which had a slope greater than 50%

were classified in the terrace slope zone.

Those 10 ft. square blocks

with less than 50% slope above the slope I classified as the upper
terrace zone.

Finally those 10 by 10 blocks with less than 50% slope

below the terrace slope zone made up the lower terrace zone (see Map
7).

Both data sources, the

Oscar

Lewis field

notes and the

UM

collection data base, were consulted to determine the total number of
artifacts within each 10 by 10 ft. block.

Each slope zone was analyzed

separately? I counted the total number of artifacts present within each
block and determined the

percentage of the total count of artifacts

that was present in the block.

I made these calculations for each of

the two data

compacted

bases

and

then

them.

Map

8 shows the

distribution of all artifacts by 10 ft. square block of occurrence as
shown in Oscar Lewis' field notes and the UM collection data base.
summary of this calculation is provided below:

Lewis Field Notes

Total #

% of Total

Upper Terrace

162

33.7

Lower Terrace

38

7.9

Terrace slope

281

58.4

Total

481

100.0
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UM Collection

Total #

% of Total

Upper Terrace

336

25.2

Lower Terrace

19

1.4

Terrace Slope

980

74.4

1335

100.0

Total

RESULT - Based on the above distribution, the following observations
and sunmaries can be made:

1.

The heaviest concentrations of artifacts, approximately 62% of the

total population, cluster along the slope of the cave terrace.

2.

In general, the western half of the terrace slope contained higher

concentrations of artifacts than the eastern terrace slope area.

3.

The upper terrace of the cave contained approximately 30% of the

total number of artifacts from the cave.

4.

The eastern portion of the upper terrace contained more artifacts

than the western portion of the upper terrace zone.

5.

The

western

portion of the

cultural materials.
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upper

terrace contained very few

6.

The lower terrace of Ghost Cave contained overall fewer cultural

deposits than the upper terrace or the terrace slope.

Only about 6% of

the total artifacts were found there.

Question 4.

What cultural and/or natural process can account for the

observed distribution of artifacts and features? Do artifacts tend to
accumulate in areas of

natural deposition?

Do areas subjected to

natural erosion contain fewer cultural materials?

Discussion - Studies of the downslope movement of artifacts suggest
that

natural

erosion can

produce

heterogeneous

distributions of

cultural materials based on differing weights, density and shape (Rick,
1976).

In studies conducted at Ccurimachay, a cave site in Peru, Rick

found that the downslope movement of artifacts resulting from gravity
causes heavier, denser objects to move further downslope than lighter,
less dense ones.

This is just the opposite from what one would expect

to find in materials displaced

by wash erosion.

Because Ghost Cave

contains a sizeable, sloped rockfall area near its mouth, and because
no water runs inside the cave interior, downhill movement of artifacts
is likely the most significant source of natural erosion at the site.
Therefore, following Rick's observations, if substantial gravitational
displacement of artifacts has occurred on the site, we would expect to
see larger, denser artifacts distributed further down the terrace slope
than smaller lighter specimens.

Artifact shape is also an important
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consideration.

For example a bead might move further downslope than an

awl.
Because my data was not complete enough to compare artifact size and
relative downslope displacement, I used Lewis' field

notes and data

fran other rockshelter sites as the basis for understanding the nature
of erosion processes at work at Ghost Cave.

ANALYSIS -

Except

for

rare instances, water

confines of the cave can be

erosion within the

eliminated as directly

downslope movement of artifacts in Ghost Cave.

influencing the

Water erosion on the

lower cave terrace beyond the dripline probably did have a dramatic
effect in the displacement of artifacts especially at the base of the
waterfall which formed during

periods of intense rainfall.

Because

water scouring did take place on the lower terrace, this area probably
has limited potential for exhibiting behaviorally meaningful artifact
patterning.
Oscar

Lewis suggests that

cultural

behavior

was

probably

an

important factor in the placement of artifacts along the cave slope. He
wrote:

"I figured all along that we should strike heavier concentrations up
where the deposits leveled off at the top, then when too much ashes
and camp refuse accumulated they pushed it over the edge and on down
the slope that accounts for the artifacts all the way down"
(Lewis,nd:313).

Dumping

activity

may

concentrations on the site.

account

for

several

of

the

artifact

Investigators at the Ellison's Rock site
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noted the

presence of

middens which suggested that "cultural debris

from within the shelter was gathered and dumped into the lower gully
area...(Herbort and Munson,1984:75).
ash

and

fire cracked

hearths.
of

which could

be

interpreted as in situ

Possibly some of the hearths recorded by Lewis in the course

excavation were

locations.

rock

These "dump" deposits contained

actually

ash

dumps from other

primary hearth

This might explain the reported presence of hearth features

within high artifact

concentration zones which otherwise might have

been interpreted as dumps.

Unfortunately, hearth descriptions from

these areas are not of enough detail for us to determine if the hearths
are "ash dumps" or in situ hearths.
of the hearth locations.

It is also possible that hearths noted within

high concentration zones were
areas.

No photos are currently available

primary activity areas or multiple use

This problem will be examined more closely later.

As discussed earlier, the presence of fewer artifacts on the lower
slope may be explained by water erosion across that area.

In one field

entry, Lewis writes:

"Working hard to divert the runoff from Ghost cave and Middle cave
to run over the rim at Pictograph cave ...(Lewis,nd:141)."

Based on these observations, the following details about cultural or
natural factors which may have influenced artifact distributions are
offered:

1. Due to my limited data, I could not determine the effect of natural
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soil creep on the distribution of artifacts at Ghost Cave.
field observations suggest that natural displacement

Lewis'

alone does not

explain the distribution of cultural materials at the site.

2.

Rainwater cascading over the overhanging cliffs may have scoured

the lower terrace area and caused a displacement of artifacts there.

3.

Due to the

played

a

protected interior of the cave, wash erosion probably

minor

role

in determining the

distribution of cultural

materials on the upper terrace and slope areas inside Ghost Cave.

4. Field observations suggest that Ghost Cave occupants may have dumped
debris from the upper cave down the cave slope near the mouth of the
cave.

5. Hearths located within artifact concentration might

be in their

primary location or might have been redeposited from other locations.

Question 5.

Can primary and secondary refuse areas be identified on

the site?

Discussion:

Schiffer (1972, 1976) distinguishes between primary and

secondary refuse.

Primary refuse is material discarded at the location
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of its use.

Secondary refuse is material which is discarded elsewhere.

Schiffer states:

"I believe that the general problem of refuse disposal may be seen
as the balancing of 2 major sets of variables.
The particular
solutions arrived at by the site occupants for handling the by-pro
ducts of activity performance will take into consideration the ease
of moving the activity or activities versus the ease of moving the
refuse (1972:161)."

Because Ghost

Cave

is a

relatively enclosed

area and was used

intensively, I predicted that most cultural materials within Ghost Cave
were

in a

secondary

context

and

not

in their

original location.

Schiffer notes that:

"With increasing site population (or perhaps site size) and
increasing intensity of occupation, there will be decreasing
correspondence between the use and discard location for all elements
used in activities and discarded at a site ... almost all
archaeological context material is secondary refuse (1972:162)."

In order to interpret artifact loci as primary or secondary refuse
locations, I considered the numbers, kinds and location of cultural
materials.

The following observations are presented as characterizing

primary and secondary refuse areas.

A primary refuse area will contain:
1.

Relatively low frequency of cultural materials.

2.

Relatively small diversity of cultural materials.

3.

Co-occurrence of certain artifact types which are
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associated with a specific activity.
4.

Co-occurrence of specific raw materials.

5.

Intact features in direct association with
cultural materials.

6.

Landform location generally favorable for
habitation (i.e. relatively level).

A secondary refuse area will contain:
1.

Relatively high frequency of cultural materials.

2.

Relatively large diversity of cultural
materials.

3.

Features present are redeposited, not in primary

context.
4.

Wider diversity of Raw materials.

5.

Wider diversity of artifact tool classes.

6.

Landform location comparatively unfavorable for
habitation (i.e. greater degree of slope).

It becomes obvious when viewing the statements above that only large
scale secondary refuse accumulations (major "dumps" containing a lots
of

items and

many

different

kinds of

debris) can be

isolated from primary refuse concentrations.
single

activity

move to a

effectively

When by-products from a

different location and

are redeposited

without the addition of other material from different activities, or
when numerous primary activity areas overlap, the expected pattern may
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be masked.

Nonetheless, I feel that these distinctions allow us to

determine whether we are dealing with large-scale dumps or whether we
are dealing with refuse from a specific activity or a range of similar
activities.
To locate

secondary dump locations within Ghost

Cave, I simply

calculated total artifact counts for each ten ft. square block.

Map 8

shows the results of artifact count totals for the Oscar Lewis Notes
data and the UM collection data.

Map 9 shows the numbering system

utilized in assigning numbers to each 10 foot squared block.

Using

this as a reference, a graph was charted using the total number of
artifacts on the horizontal axis, and the number of artifact types on
the vertical axis.

Figure 16 shows a display of this graph.

Blocks

which plot in the upper right hand corner of the chart are interpreted
as secondary dump locations.

Those blocks which plot in the lower left

hand corner are interpreted as primary refuse locations or small "task
oriented" secondary refuse locations.
upper

left

hand

corner

of

Those blocks which plot in the

the graph display a

artifact types with a relative low count.

high

diversity of

These loci I interpret as

secondary activity areas or small dump zones.

Those blocks which plot

in the lower right hand corner of the graph display a large number of
pieces with relatively little variation in types.

These may indicate

primary activity areas but might also be interpreted as secondary dump
zones from

a

single

activity

or

activities.
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Results - Several patterns are observed when viewing Figure 16.

The

following observations can be made:

1.

Those block locations with the highest number of artifact types

(blocks #40, 39, 43, 25, 52 and 32) are located on or adjacent to the
slope area.

2. Those blocks with the highest density of cultural materials (blocks
#40, 32, 38 and 30) are located on or adjacent to the cave slope.

3.

Block #30 shows a high density of cultural material (165) but only

three artifact types.
area

is made

represents a

up

The large count of cultural materials in this

primarily

of

refuse zone where

primary butchering area.

unworked

bone.

This location may

bones were discarded or

possibly a

Closer examination of these faunal elements

would be necessary for more accurate interpretation.

4.

On the

upper

terrace there were fewer

kinds of artifacts and

smaller numbers of them than on the slope.

5.

From the information provided above, one might say that the upper

terrace

has primary activity zones present and more intensive analysis

of use areas should focus there.

This notion is further supported by

the fact that the upper terrace is probably the most inviting location
to live and work because of its level surface and protected nature.
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6.

Two possible secondary dump locations can be identified using this

technique.

The first was located along the west corner of the cave

mouth in the vicinity of blocks 39, 40, 49, 50 and 51.

The second dump

location was located near the center of the cave at its lip in the
vicinity of blocks 31, 32, 42 and 43.

Question 6.

What was the comparative frequency of artifact types

recovered from Ghost Cave?

Result - Tables 12 and 13 compares the artifacts recovered from the
Pictograph Cave III horizon at Ghost Cave and

Pictograph Cave.

A

review of the chart shows the following:

1.

Projectile points were the most common artifact type encountered by

the excavators at Ghost Cave making up about 36.5% of all artifacts
removed from the site.

2.

Endscrapers were the second most common artifact type encountered

making up about 23.5% of the cultural material removed from the site.

3.

Projectile points and endscrapers together make up about 60% of all
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TABLE 12
STONE ARTIFACT TYPE COUNTS FROM THE PICTOGRAPH CAVE III
HORIZON, PICTOGRAPH CAVE COMPLEX

Total PC III
Collection

%

#

Ghost Cave
Collection

%

#

Pictograph
Cave Collec
#

%

Proj. Points

692

33.94

635

36.54

57

18.94

Blades

123

6.03

78

4.45

45

14.95

Endscrapers

447

21.92

409

23.53

38

12.62

18

0.88

7

0.40

11

3.65

166

8.14

133

7.65

33

10.96

Drills

15

0.74

11

0.63

4

1.33

Blanks

36

1.77

22

1.26

14

4.65

Abrasive Stone

32

1.16

30

1.72

2

0.66

Shaft Abraiders

39

1.91

37

2.13

2

0.66

Ornament/Figurine

7

0.34

7

0.40

0

0.00

Harrmerst/Maul/Pestle

3

0.15

20

0.00

3

1.00

Gravers

4

0.20

0

0.00

4

1.33

Mano

1

0.05

0

0.00

1

0.33

Tablets

2

0.10

2

0.11

0

0.00

Hematite

2

0.10

2

0.11

0

0.00

Choppers
Retouched Flakes

Gisonite

Total

2

1589

0.10

77.93

2

0.10

1375 79.11

0

214

0.00

51.44

SOURCE: A Preliminary Historical Outline for the Northwestern Plains.
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TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF WORKED BONE, WOOD AND GROUND STONE ARTIFACTS FROM THE
LATE PREHISTORIC PERIOD, GHOST AND PICTOGRAPH CAVES, MONTANA*.
ARTIFACT

Awls
Knapping Tools
Bison Phlanges
Metapodial Flesher
Antler Butt
Tube/Bead
Needle
Barbed Bone Point
Pierced tooth
Game counter
Blade
Scapula Scraper
Whistle
Bracelet
Arrow Shafts
Fire Drills
Skewers
Gaming sticks
Paint applicators
Other worked bone
Other worked wood
Total

GHOST CAVE

PICTOGRAPH
CAVE III

37
58
7
2
16
73
0
6
2
7
0
10
4
12
30
3
0
0
0
27
3

17
24
12
5
13
13
9
1
2
1
1
0
0
0
52
5
7
6
2
0
40

297

202

SOURCE: William T. Mulloy, A Preliminary Historical Outline for the
Northwestern Plains. University of Wyoming Press, 1958.
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cultural material recovered from Ghost Cave and about 76% of all worked
stone removed from the site.

4.

Chipped and ground stone are the most common artifact

classes

recovered from within Ghost Cave and together they represent about 79%
of the entire collection.

5.

Other artifact types recovered from the site in order of frequency

of occurrence include retouched flakes (7.65%),

blades (4.45%), tubes

and beads (4.2%), elongated metapodial knappers (3.3%), and other less
cornmon items.

Question 7.

Can one see a co-occurrence of particular artifact types

in the distribution of cultural materials?

What

activities might

account for these associations?

Discussion - Projectile Points.
processing tools.
projectile

But

points on a

animals during hunting.

Projectile points can be utilized as

primarily,

shaft for

prehistoric

propelling

or

peoples fastened

thrusting

at

game

Because we would not expect prehistoric people

to be hunting animals inside the cave, projectile points recovered from
Ghost Cave were probably not associated with hunting activities which
took

place there.

Other

possible explanations for

presence of projectile points in Ghost cave include:
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the abundant

1.

They resulted from stone tool manufacture, or

2.

They represent selective collection by the excavators, or

3.

They resulted from caching by prehistoric peoples, or

4.

They are the byproducts of tool maintenance activities.

Explanation 1.

Several lines of evidence are missing which would

allow a complete review of stone tool manufacture as a primary activity
on the site.

The debitage which might provide essential data on the

kinds of stone working conducted there are unavailable for analysis. An
analysis of

projectile points breakage patterns to determine if they

result from impact fracture or manufacture

breakage

might

provide

useful information, but this is outside the scope of this study and
remains a

possible

future

line

of

analysis.

Oscar

Lewis

did

occasionally mention the presence of "flakes and chips" in particular
locations on the site.

Map 10 shows a simple display of all locations

where Lewis noted the presence of stone debitage.

This information was

mentioned only casually and irregularly by Lewis, and this map probably
does not include all of the debitage concentrations encountered during
excavations.

The distribution of bone knapping tools (Map 11) is of

interest and may give some indication as to where flintknapping took
place if these tools were indeed used for flintknapping as suggested by
Oscar Lewis.

These instruments appear to have been distributed at the

mouth of the cave above and on the cave slope.

If flintknapping mostly

occurred there, this would mimic distributions observed
(1984) at

Dust

by Ambler

Devil Cave where evidence of stone tool manufacture
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occurred primarily near the cave mouth.
There is little doubt that stone tool manufacture occurred on the
site at various times given the presence of such evidence at sites all
over the

Northern

Plains.

To what

extent stone tool manufacture

explains the prominence of projectile points and endscrapers at Ghost
Cave cannot be determined because I lack significant data.

Explanation 2.

While

selective

collection of

artifacts

by site

excavators might be a factor in the abundance of projectile points at
Ghost Cave, it seems unlikely that they excluded other tool types.

My

judgement in working with the existing collection and field notes is
that all worked tools were collected during excavation.

Explanation 3.

Caching or storage behavior might explain the abundance

of projectile points at the site, however the condition and context of
projectile points found at Ghost Cave is unlike other cache sites on
the Northern Plains.

Typically, those artifacts found in caches were

made from a single or a small range of raw materials which sometimes
had

been transported long distances from

Fraley, 1984).

their

source

(Clark

and

Most projectile points and endscrapers from the Ghost

Cave collection were made from cherts which were locally available in
the

nearby

Yellowstone

corrmunication, 1985).
completed tools,

but

River

gravel (Dale

Herbort,

personal

Artifact caches typically did not consist of
more often contained preform flakes or

which were stored for further reduction later (Frison, 1984).
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bifaces
The

poor

condition and incompleteness of

projectile points at Ghost Cave

suggest that they were not cached for future use but were simply thrown
away at the time of their deposition into the archaeological record.
In 1983 I examined a sample of Ghost Cave projectile points during a
lithic analysis exercise at the University of Montana. Approximately
79% of the over 200 projectile points in the Ghost Cave collection were
broken or otherwise incomplete.
projectile

It seems quite clear that, although

point and/or endscraper caches may have

been

present

in

Ghost Cave, such features cannot fully explain the comparatively high
count of these artifacts there.

Explanation 4.

The importance of stone tool maintenance in affecting

the distribution of cultural materials across a site is discussed by
Keeley (1982).

He stresses the importance of hafting and retooling

activities on the archaeological record and

notes that

distinctive

spatial patterns can be anticipated as a result of these activities.
Hafting has been an important activity at least since Upper Paleolithic
times,

but

has not often

been considered in the interpretation of

archaeological sites.
Hafting consists of attaching a handle or shaft to a stone or bone
tool.

"Retooling" implies that the

is replaced when it

is broken or

stone or bone tool in the handle
worn beyond

use (Keely,1982:799).

Investigations at Ellison^s Rock site in nearby Rosebud county, Montana
suggest that retooling occurred there (Herbort and Munson, 1984:90).
Oscar Lewis made observations about the rehafting technology at
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Pictograph Cave.

He notes that

sinew, covered with pitch pine, bound

projectile points to shafts (Lewis,nd:209).

Several hafted tools were

removed from Ghost Cave and Pictograph Cave.

Figure 29 in Mulloy's

publication (1958:92) shows examples of hafted

points recovered from

Ghost

floral

Cave.

In his current

research

with

remains from

Pictograph Cave, Joseph Baker discusses an abundance of wood and cane
shaft elements, an Indian potato skin pitch applicator and other tools
associated with rehafting (personal communication,1986).
Ethnographic

observations of

hafting

activity

suggests the

following:

-hafting of an artifact generally took more time than that spent in
constructing the artifact.

For example an endscraper took only a few

seconds to manufacture, however hafting of the tool make take several
hours (Keeley,1982:800).

-Hafted tools were replaced quite regularly but the handles tended to
be used over and over again and sometimes were

handed

down from

generation to generation (Keeley,1982:804)

-Retooling and hafting activity explains the spatial association of
tools which we do not normally associate with similar activity.

For

example, the association of projectile points, used for killing game,
and endscraper generally assumed to be hide processing tools, can be
explained by the fact that since both are hafted tools they might have
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been brought together when they were removed from or put into handles.

-Hafting is generally a male's task

in the division of labor

among

modern day hunter and gatherer groups.

-For certain groups winter was the time for making and repairing gear
essential for later hunting activities (Keeley,1982:804).

-If one judges from the archaeological and ethnographic record, then
heat is needed to melt

binding glue for hafting, and this activity

typically took place close to hearths (Keeley,1982:802).

Endscrapers - The second most numerous artifacts recovered from Ghost
Cave were endscrapers.

An endscraper

may be

utilized

in two ways,

either hand held, or attached to a handle of some type.

Prison and

Bradley (1980) showed that a hand-held endscraper was also useful as a
skinning tool.

Herbort (1984:92) suggests that smaller endscrapers

were hafted while larger ones were held in the hand during use.
If hafting and retooling were a regular activity at Ghost Cave, we
would expect to find the small-sized endscrapers there and few of the
large

variety.

Also,

we

would

expect

to

find

endscrapers and

projectile points associated with other hafted tools such as blades.
Rejected arrow

or atlatl

rehafting/retooling

work

shafts might
areas,

be anticipated

although

since the

near

these

activity was

basically designed to reuse existing shafts, we would expect to find
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fewer

discarded

processing area.

shafts there
The latter

than

in a shaft

is an entirely

manufacturing

different

or

activity.

Hafting should be associated with hearths because of the need to apply
heat to liquify the glue.

We would expect to see endscrapers (and

other hafted tools) close by the hearths.
Maps 12 and 13 show

the distribution of

projectile

points and

endscrapers in the Ghost Cave collection as determined from the Oscar
Lewis field notes data.
identical

distribution,

The two artifact types show
a

fact

which

suggest

a

strong

association of these two artifact types within the site.
the distribution of hearths recorded in the site.

an almost
spatial

Map 14 plots

An association and

co-occurrence of projectile points, endscrapers and hearths is clearly
demonstrated.
In an analysis of Ghost Cave endscrapers, several students at the
University of Montana identified consistent endscraper characteristics
which are applicable to this study.

Each observer noted that, on the

whole, Ghost Cave endscrapers tended to be slightly smaller in length,
lighter in weight, thinner in cross section, and had sharper bit angles
than Pictograph Cave endscrapers (Figure 17).
also showed

a

higher

degree

endscrapers(Baker, 1983:8).

of

Ghost Cave endscrapers

uniformity than

Pictograph Cave

The smaller size and greater uniformity in

the Ghost Cave endscrapers strongly suggest to me that most of them
were the hafted variety.

Rehaftina and retooling.

Earlier in this study, I suggested that the
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FIGURE 17: Sample of endscrapers from Ghost Cave.
From Mulloy, 1958.
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by-products

of

an

activity

should

be

more

abundant

in

the

archaeological record than the tools that performed the activity.

Due

to the comparatively high frequency of hafted endscrapers and broken
projectile points at Ghost Cave, I suggest that these artifacts were
the byproducts of rehafting and retooling activities which occurred on
the site. I further
important and

suggest that rehafting and retooling were

regular activities which

very

occurred within Ghost Cave

during its occupation by prehistoric peoples.
Unfortunately an important element for understanding the processing
of procurement tools at Ghost Cave is unavailable.

Of some 30 shaft

elements reported by Mulloy from Ghost Cave, only 3 specimens remain in
the collection and limited information is available on their
bution.

distri

Ethnographic accounts and historic records suggest that shaft

construction and design

could

be a

expression than the shapes of

much

projectile

more

sensitive cultural

points.

Historic Indian

tribes such as the Cheyenne made arrow shafts which were recognized
among other tribes as distinctive not only for the tribe, but also for
the individual who constructed them (Barnier,1979).
Some distinctive and interesting differences between arrow shafts
from Ghost Cave and Pictograph Cave are mentioned by Mulloy (1958:171),
and more detailed comparisons of shafts from the two locations would be
desirable.

The use of both cane and wood are noted in arrow shafts

from Ghost Cave, and compound shafts like those reported from Lookout
cave (Barnier,1979) are represented in the collection.
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Other worked stone artifacts -

The bifaces in Ghost Cave does not

follow a distribution similar to that of endscrapers and
points (see Map 15).

projectile

As a tool which may be hafted (several hafted

blades were collected from Ghost cave; see Mulloy,1958:96), we might
expect a distribution similar to that of other hafted tools.

This was

not the case at Ghost Cave.
An interesting aspect of biface hafting in the Ghost Cave collection
is the occurrence of blades set at an angle of approximately 45 degree
to the

handle (Figure 18).

One

possible explanation is that the

hafting of bifaces was a somewhat different process from the hafting of
projectile points and endscrapers.

In fact, hafted

blades may have

been important tools that were used in the rehafting other tools.
I had
function.

difficulty

in

Surely some

my

study classifying

bifaces served

bifaces as to their

as knives and

were

hafted,

however other bifaces may represent preforms or other tools at various
stages of manufacture.

One may examine the stage of manufacture of

bifaces to help determine their possible function (Herbort and Munson,
1984).

But such an examination of bifaces was outside the scope of

this research.

For this reason my plotting of biface distribution does

not imply that each
system.

piece functioned similarly within the cultural

I could not classify bifaces accurately as to their use in the

cultural system, and Lewis' field notes did not provide much helpful
data.

Shell processing -

Another possible on-site activity Oscar Lewis noted
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FIGURE 18:

Hafted biface from Ghost Cave. Walter Vanaman, artist, 1938.

at Ghost Cave was shell processing.

Lewis says:

"... One clam shell plaque with a hole, the beginning of a ring,
from the amount of shell plaques it must have been a ring
manufactory [sic] found at G -K>N, +4E El 44 (Lewis, nd:311)."

Compared to other sites on the Northwestern Plains, the Pictograph
Cave complex had a very rich selection of shell materials.

Pacific

coast dentalium, olivella and ocean clam shells were found on the site.
This suggests trade with

groups to the west.

Hie Pictograph Cave

complex is also unique on the Northwest Plains in the quality of shell
artifacts and

the

workmanship displayed

there.

Shell artifacts

recovered included drilled pendants, plaques, a bracelet, rings, beads
and

other

ornaments.

Unfortunately,

many

of

the finest

pieces

recovered during excavation are missing from the collection.
The quality

of workmanship of

shell

items in the Ghost

Cave

collection suggests to me that shellworking specialists may have been
active there.

Very little work has been done on shell technology by

archaeologists in the Northwest Plains. A closer examination of Ghost
Cave materials from a technological perspective might offer important
insights into this

process,

technology in other regions.

possibly

for

comparison with

shell

One tentative observation is that most

worked shell on the site appears to have served aesthetic purposes
rather than utilitarian functions, i.e., they seem to have been used
for adornment, not as tools.

I have not seen any evidence for the use

of shell in cutting or scraping tools, as was found in archaeological
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sites

on the

Northwest

Coast

like

Ozette (Gleeson,1980).

The

possibility does exists that shell items were used as tools at Ghost
Cave and this may be demonstrated with more careful examination.
The

shell

raw

distributions.

materials within Ghost

Haps 16 and 17 show

an

Cave

shows interesting

Aspex drawing and a Symap

display of the location of shell materials recovered from Ghost Cave as
I plotted them using the University of Montana data base.

Map 18 shows

the distribution of worked shell in Ghost Cave as derived from Oscar
Lewis' field notes. Shell material was generally concentrated in three
areas, all on the upper terrace lip or
mouth.

on the slope at the cave's

These locations generally coincide with high density artifact

concentrations or dumps on the site.

But two deviations from this

pattern emerge. First, shell artifacts were very abundant at the mouth
of the cave on the east side.
types.

This was not true for other artifact

This suggests that a shell working area may have been located

near there.
Secondly, shell items were generally absent in the cave interior,
even though excavators noted a possible "shell-working area" there.

If

shell-working did occur on the upper cave terrace, it must either have
been a highly localized, low debris causing activity, or the byproducts
were regularly dumped

downslope.

Perhaps some shell items found

by

excavators on the upper terrace were not in the collections and so were
not included in this analysis.

Worked

bone artifacts -

Probably the most unique and interesting
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MAP 17: Distribution of shell artifacts in Ghost Cave.
data base.
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MAP 18 : Distribution of shell in Ghost Cave.

Lewis field notes data.

artifact type located at Ghost Cave was the barbed bone point.

Some of

these pieces might have been made of antler, however the single piece
currently
Figure 19).

in the Ghost

Cave collection is made of

bison bone (see

According to records, ten such pieces were collected from

Ghost Cave, and several more were found in Pictograph Cave.
case two fragments of the same

barbed

In one

point were displaced in Ghost

Cave deposits (48 South, 30 West elevation 24 and 38 South 30 West
elevation 28) suggesting that there had been some downslope movement of
cultural materials (Lewis,nd:85,172).

Map 19 shows the distribution of

barbed bone points within Ghost Cave as derived from the Oscar Lewis
field

notes data.

These

pieces tended to occur

artifact density and in association with hearths.

in areas of high
The specimens were

relatively common at Ghost Cave and tended to occur

in midden/hearth

areas.
To the best of my knowledge, no similar type of artifact has been
found to date on the Northwestern Plains.

A bone point was recovered

from the Meyers-Hindman site near Livingston, Montana, but this piece
is dissimilar to those recovered from the
(Lahren,1976),

and

does not

Cave

complex

exhibit the deep triangular

notching

present on the Ghost Cave specimens.
from the Hagen site show a

Pictograph

Bone projectile points recovered

vague similarity to the Pictograph Cave

complex variety (Mulloy,1942:77),

but

do not exhibit

notching.

A

barbed bone point very similar to the Pictograph Cave complex variety
was recovered from a burial within a rockshelter near Bear Lake, in
extreme southeastern Idaho (Smith,1950).
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Smith suggests that these

FIGURE 19: Barbed bone point in University of
Montana collection, from Pictograph
Cave, Mulloy, 1958.
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MAP 19 : Distribution of barbed bone points in Ghost Cave. Lewis field notes data.

implements were present in southern Idaho and Utah during what was then
called the "Developmental Pueblo" phase of culture in the Intermontane
area (Smith, 1942:72).

Barbed bone points have also been recovered in

sites in the Columbia Plateau

region,

in the Great

Lakes region

(especially around Lake Superior), along the Northwest Coast of the
United States and Canada, and along the Atlantic Coast (Jennings,1968).
Certain pieces found at Ghost Cave look quite similar to harpoon points
recovered along the coast of Labrador (Jennings,1968) and the Northwest
Coast (Drucker,1976).
One possible function for the artifact was to kill game during a
hunt.

Harpoons are typically used for

dwelling groups.

this

purpose

among

coast-

After its manufacture, the harpoon tip was bound to a

shaft and secured with twine or sinew through a hole in its base.

The

harpoon tip was designed to be separated from the shaft upon impact,
and the attached twine on the embedded point was used to secure the
kill.

There is no doubt that the inhabitants of Ghost Cave were able

to make a high quality cordage (see Mulloy,1958:169).
Only tips and mid sections of the barbed bone points were found at
the Pictograph Cave complex, so no specimens show

perforations for

twine attachment. If these specimens were used as hunting points, one
can only speculate as to what animal in the area hunters might
procured with the tool.

be

Seal, walrus and whale are the primary animals

hunted with harpoons on the Northwest Coast, and these animals were not
available on the

Yellowstone

Pictograph Cave complex barbed

River.
bone

149

Someone suggested that the

points may have

been

used for

procuring

paddlefish, a large and ancient species.

During certain

times in the paddlefish's life cycle, the fish goes to shallow waters
to spawn and lay eggs, and becomes accessible to shore bound hunters.
Other large fish such as sturgeon
potential target for

might

harpoon hunting

by

also

be

considered

Yellowstone

as a

valley hunters,

fliere was no evidence for these fish in the caves but, paddlefish and
sturgeon

bone structure

is made

up of cartilage which decomposes

quickly.
Another

interesting explanation for

the

presence of

barbed

bone

point tips in the Ghost Cave collection was offered by Oscar Lewis:

"The fact that the harpoons we find here are all points, would seem
to indicate that they were carried in here in the meat of game
animals and had not been made and used by the people that lived here
account if they had made and used them here, there would be some of
the backs of them (Lewis, nd:283)."

"Another point of a broken antler harpoon, photographed in situ,
this makes the tenth fragment, all points of antler harpoons found
in ghost cave, the fact that all points and no backs or toggle ends
have been found makes it pretty evident that they were not made and
used by the people living at Ghost cave, but were made and used by
peoples living elsewhere and were [thrown] into bison, and failed to
kill. Did they come in with bison migrating from the north or were
they made and used in other places?
My impression is that the
people living here killed a bison with bows and arrows and when they
brought the meat in the harpoons were in the meat. Is it possible
that they were Esqumax fsic] origin (Lewis,nd:322)?"

Given the spatial distribution and
points within

Ghost

accurate. From

what

Cave,

I

doubt

information

150

relative frequency of
that

barbed

Lewis' scenario

is available concerning

is

harpoon

hunting, it seems questionable to me whether bison could be effectively
hunted with this tool.

Given the design and size of the points, it

seems unlikely that a bison wounded by a harpoon point could migrate
southward to the vicinity of Ghost Cave, and it is even less likely
that

such

an occurrence

could

conclusions are questionable,

happen at least 10 times.

but should

not

Lewis'

be totally disregarded

until other pertinent data is available.
Another explanation for the presence of barbed bone points in
Ghost Cave is that they have a ceremonial or religious function rather
than a procurement function.
Whatever the use of barbed bone points, this artifact type is unique
among Northwestern Plains sites and is one which must be considered in
discussions of the cultural affiliation of the Late Period occupants of
Ghost Cave.
Another

worked

bone artifact which

Northwestern Plains is an

Eagle Bone

has been rarely found on the
Whistle (Figure 20).

Similar

artifacts are reported from cave sites in the Great Basin and Wyoming
and in western Montana.

The exact function of this item cannot

be

determined exactly, but its possible use for ceremonial or signalling
purposes has been suggested.
a

burial and in a

1976).

Taylor reports on bone whistles found in

pictograph

site in western

Montana (Taylor,1974,

Based on ethnographic evidence, he suggests that the whistle

may have been used for shamanistic rites, for acquisition of personal
guardians or for signalling purposes (Taylor,1974:89).
Bone awls were also well represented at Ghost Cave.
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Map 20 shows

i—

FIGURE 20: Worked bone artifacts from Ghost Cave
from Mulloy, 1958 and Vanaman, nd.
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MAP 20: Distribution of bone awls in Ghost Cave.

Lewis field notes data.

their distribution in the cave.

Bone awls tended to be distributed

along the lip of the upper terrace and on the terrace slope.

One

interesting association is the seeming co-occurrence of bone awls.
most cases, they were found in groups of two.

In

If this distribution

reflects their association in use, a pair of awls may have been used in
some specific chore.

The largest concentration of this artifact type

appears to have been at the mouth of the cave in the center.
tended to occur

in locations where retooling

taken place. If awls were used in the
explain this distribution.

or

retooling

Awls also

rehafting may have
process that

might

Perhaps an awl was an effective tool for

stretching and widening the sinew binding when removing broken points
or worn endscrapers from the shaft.

Ground Stone -

Abraded or ground stone at Pictograph Cave complex can

be assigned to three general activity classes: plant and

animal

processing (i.e. mortar, pestle, maul, mano, metate etc.), procurement
kit processing (several varieties of abrading tools) and ornamental or
ceremonial artifacts (pendants, tablets, effigy).

Maps 21 and 22 show

an Aspex diagram and a Symap display respectively for locations of
groundstone tools in Ghost Cave based on the University of Montana data
base.

Figures 33 and 34 in Mulloy's publication show examples of the

types of ground stone artifacts removed from the cave (Mulloy,1958:98100).

The distribution exhibited in Maps 21 and 22 coincides with that

for shell artifacts (see Maps 16 and 17).

From my examination of the

different types of groundstone tools in the collection, I suggest that
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VIEW ANGLE

Map 21: Distribution of groundstone artifacts in Ghost Cave.

Oscar Lewis data, view SW.
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MAP 22: Distribution of groundstone artifacts in Ghost Cave.
tion data base.

UM Collec

most plant and animal processing tools and ornamental/ceremonial tools
were located along the west wall mouth of the cave while tools for
working with hunting artifacts tended to be in the two concentrations
near the center and east mouth of the cave.
Map 23 shows the locations of groundstone abraders from Ghost
Cave as indicated in the Oscar Lewis field notes.

These procurement

kit processing tools were found primarily along the east flank of the
cave and the upper terrace.

Their locations may be significant because

they are not similar to the overall pattern of artifact distribution.
This fact suggests to me that some bow and arrow processing activities
took

place

along the

east

flank

of the

upper terrace

rim.

The

abundance of projectile points and endscrapers in locations slightly
west and downslope from this area further indicates that this activity
occurred along the eastern upper terrace margin at Ghost Cave.

Unworked bone -

Unworked bone appears to cluster on the western part

of the upper terrace slope and in the central portion along the terrace
lip.

Map 24 is a Symap of the distribution of unworked bone in Ghost

Cave as I plotted it from the UM data base.

This shows relatively high

numbers of unworked bone near the back of the cave along the western
flank, an area

relatively lacking

in worked

artifacts.

The

real

problem in determining the significance of this unique clustering of
unworked bone is in attempting to decide whether this was actually a
work area or whether the amount of bone was due to collection practices
in this particular area.

If unworked
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bone in Ghost Cave was truly

Ghost
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MAP 23. Distribution of sandstone abraders in Ghost Cave. Lewis field notes data
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MAP 24: Distribution of unworked bone in Ghost Cave.
data base.

UM Collection

localized as shown in Map 24, it may represent a "living area" where
few

processing activities occurred.

distribution

somewhat

This pattern of

agrees with

unworked

an observation made

by

bone
Walter

Vanaman:

"Generally speaking, the Indians who lived in these caves did not
seem to be very neat or orderly people, but there was a general
tendency in every level for the animal bones to be found near the
back of the cave, the artifacts, chips and living quarters near the
middle of the cave, and the fires through the living quarters and in
front. The bones which we found in the caves were mostly bison,
with some deer, elk antelope and other game animals. All the larger
bones were shattered and cleaned of the marrow.
The Indians
apparently brought their game up into the cave, treated the hides,
roasted the meat, then cracked open the bones, ate the marrow and
threw the bones to the back of the cave (Vanaman, nd:3)

Question 8.

Can activity areas be identified on the site?

How do

artifact distributions compare among potential activity areas?

Discussion - I have chosen to examine the spatial distributions and
types of artifacts in the vicinity of hearths as a way to identify
potential activity areas.
of

Hearths are considered to be a focal point

human interaction and activity

in archaeological sites (Binford,

1982; Cahan, et al, 1979; Keeley, 1982).

At Ghost

Cave, artifact

concentrations tended to occur near hearths, a fact that supports the
argument presented above.
To examine hearth areas, I arbitrarily drew a 20 foot square box
around each hearth with the center of the square at the reported hearth
location.

I termed these arbitrary zones hearth activity units.

160

The

calculated center point for each hearth then formed the exact center of
the activity units.

In one case, along the west flank of Ghost Cave at

the mouth, several hearths located in close proximity to one another
were analyzed together in one hearth activity unit since each hearth
would have been included within the analysis unit for any of the other
hearths.

Map 25 shows the three hearth activity units calculated using

this method.
In order to clearly demonstrate an association of cultural materials
with hearths on the vertical axis, I also did an analysis of the
elevational association of cultural material with hearths.
this test of comparing the density, diversity, and

The goal of

association of

artifacts nearby hearths was to identify activities which took place
around these features.
Following

is a discussion of each of the three hearth activity

units:

Hearth Activity Unit 1 - The arbitrary activity unit for this hearth
contains four reported hearths or "burn areas" and is near the mouth of
Ghost Cave along its west flank.

Oscar Lewis described the main hearth

in this area:

"A definite fire be at 30 west, 52 south, elevation 24. I know it's
in place as it has the red burned sand and disintegrated stone
directly under it caused from the burn.
Some very good charcoal
specimens, some sort of hardwood, very fine grained (Lewis,nd:l80)"

Tables 14

and

15 show

a

comparison
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of

artifact

counts

and

Ghost
O

Sandstone

MAP 25 : Location of three hearth activity units of analysis.

TABLE 14
FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF ARTIFACT CLASSES FROM THREE HEARTH
ACTIVITY UNITS IN GHOST CAVE, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA COLLECTION.

HEARTH AREA 1
#
%

CHIPPED STONE

HEARTH AREA 2
#
%

HEARTH AREA 3
#
%

184

65.7

176

38.8

44

89-8

WORKED BONE

33

11.8

35

7.7

4

8.2

SHELL MATERIAL

52

18.6

25

5.5

0

0.0

GROUNDSTONE

10

3.6

6

1.3

1

2.0

HUMAN REMAINS

1

0.4

0

0.0

0

0.0

UNWORKED BONE

0

0.0

212

46.7

0

0.0

280

100.1

454

100.0

49

100.0

TABLE 15
SUMMARY OF ARTIFACT COUNTS AND PERCENTAGES BY TYPE FOR THREE HEARTH
ACTIVITY UNITS, OSCAR LEWIS FIELD NOTES DATA.

ARTIFACT
TYPE

HEARTH AREA 1
#
%

Projectile Pt.
32
Endscraper
9
Stone Blade
2
Lateral Scraper
0
Graver
2
Awls
4
Bone Knapper
2
Needle/Basket Tool 2
Bone Blade
0
Barbed Bone Pt.
2
Bone Whistle
2
Bone Square/Trinket3
0
Fire Drill
Unworked Shell
1
Shell Placques
5
Shell/Bone Beads
3
Shell Rings
0
Groundstone Abrader0
Groundstone Maul
1
Basketry
0
Shell Bracelet
2
Human Remains
1

74

HEARTH AREA 2
#
%

43.2
12.2
2.7
0.0
2.7
5.4
2.7
1.7
0.0
2.7
2.7
4.1
0.0
1.4
6.8
4.1
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
2.7
1.4

97.9%
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HEARTH AREA 3
#
%

78
26
9
2
0
7
4
0
1
2
0
2
1
0
12
4
0
2
0
1
0
2

51.0
17.0
5.9
1.3
0.0
4.6
2.6
0.0
0.7
1.3
0.0
1.3
0.7
0.0
7.8
2.6
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.7
0.0
1.3

15
12
4
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2
2
0
0
0
1

34.1
27.2
9.1
2.3
0.0
6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.3
4.5
2.3
4.5
4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.3

153

100%

44

99-8%

Tables 14 and

15 show

a

comparison

of

artifact

counts

and

percentages for the three hearth activity areas from the University of
Montana and Oscar Lewis field notes respectively. As noted by Lewis,
hearth activity unit 1 was located at about 24 ft. above datum.

Figure

21 presents a histogram showing the distribution of cultural material
in hearth activity

unit 1 by

demonstrates that

most

of

vertical elevation.

This histogram

the cultural material collected in the

arbitrary zone was located at elevation 24 in association with the
hearth.

The

remaining

materials overlay

elevation of from 25 to 28 ft. above datum.
might

be explained

the

hearth area at an

Some of this distribution

by the sloping ground within the activity unit;

cultural materials at higher elevations were associated with the hearth
but were simply further upslope from it.

Hearth Activity CJnit 2 - This unit encompasses 14 south to 34 south and
2 west to 18 east.

This location is in the middle of the cave on the

upper terrace lip and down the slope.

Oscar lewis describes the

feature in this way:

"This hearth is 10 feet below the original deposit that extended
over the entire cave, the burned stone, charcoal, and ash is about
14 inches thick in the center of the hearth, (fell we cleaned out
the firehearth struck at 24S 63 El 24 and didn't get a piece of bone
out of it. Can't figure it out, must have been a bunch of wood that
burned and no firehearth at all (Lewis,nd:280-281)."

The elevation for hearth 2 was 24 ft. above datum as noted by Lewis
above.

Figure 22 shows the vertical distribution of cultural materials
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observation that most cultural material located in this area overlayed
the hearth and may not have been associated with the hearth at all.
is an

interesting

It

and mysterious fact that absolutely no cultural

material was noted in association with the hearth.

Figure 20 does show

that some cultural pieces were recovered at an elevation below 24 ft.,
but this may be explained by the slope inside the arbitrary study unit
and/or mixing of deposits by rodent activity.

This tantalizing bit of

evidence does suggest that more than a single cultural horizon may have
been present at Ghost Cave, however the lack of associated artifacts
with hearth 2 poses unanswered problems.

Hearth Activity Unit 3 - This unit of analysis was located on the upper
terrace between 13 north and 7 south and 15 west and 5 east.

This

study unit was centrally located on the upper terrace near the back of
i

the

cave,

an area

which one

might consider

as a good living area

because of the level ground surface and protected environment. I would
have anticipated that this upper terrace area had the best potential
for containing intact primary activity deposits.

Lewis describes this

feature in this way:

"Struck a large firehearth in Ghost cave near the top at elevation
45.
The southeast corner was directly under station number 1
[datum], then extended about 10 feet west and about three to six
feet north and south (Lewis,nd:313)."
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FIGURE 23: Percentage distribution of artifacts by elevation
in hearth activity unit 3.
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As Lewis noted, the elevation for hearth 3 was 45 ft. above datum.
Figure 23 shows a histogram displaying the distribution of cultural
material in hearth activity unit 3 by elevation.
that hearth 3 was centrally located

This demonstrates

vertically in association

with

cultural deposits with somewhat higher counts of artifacts below the
hearth than above it.

It seems reasonable to assume that most cultural

materials analyzed in hearth unit 3 were associated with the feature.

Results - Table 14 compares raw material counts and percentages among
the three

hearth

activity

areas from

the University of

Montana

collection and Table 15 summarizes artifact type counts and percentages
from the Oscar Lewis field notes data.
Hearth activity unit 1 contains the greatest diversity of cultural
materials,

but

not

the

highest frequency.

endscrapers (43.2% and 12.2% of

the total

Projectile points and
respectively) together

constitute more than 55% of the artifact types recovered from there.
Tools that I would classify as ceremonial or adornment pieces make up
over 20% of the cultural materials in hearth activity unit 1.

These

include a shell bracelet, beads, shell plagues, bone squares, and eagle
bone

whistles.

This number

of ceremonial objects is considerably

higher than that found in the other two hearth study units and may
indicate that ceremonial activities (or

preparations for them) took

place close to this hearth.
Hearth unit 1 area was also different from the other two locations
in that it contained a grooved maul, the only grooved maul recovered
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from Ghost Cave.

The area also reportedly contained 4 hearths (or

redeposited hearths).

Hie vertical distribution of cultural materials

in this area is tightly clustered at elevations similar to the hearth
location; this suggests that cultural materials recovered in the area
were associated with the hearth features.
An interesting fact about hearth area 1 was the

presence

of

a

sterile zone on the level upper terrace above the location (see maps 35).

This sterile area was level and commanded a good view across Empty

Gulch, towards Middle Cave and Pictograph Cave, and
towards the Spring.
ceremonial and

up the rincon

One possible explanation for the high numbers of

aesthetic materials in hearth area 1 is that the

location contained

debris redeposited from this level terrace area

above.
Hearth

unit 2 contained the most cultural material of the three

analytical units.

Projectile points and endscrapers (51% and 17% of

the total respectively) make up 68% of all cultural material located
there.

This is the highest

percentage

of

endscrapers from the three analytical units.

projectile

points and

Artifacts classified as

ceremonial and adornment items make up only about 12% of the total
cultural material count,

and shell plaques make up the majority of

these items (12 items or 7.8% of the total).

Most artifacts from

hearth unit 2 appear to be by-products of processing activities such as
stone tool manufacture, retooling,

butchering activities and

shell

manufacture.
As shown in table 14, unlike hearth areas 1 and 3, chipped stone
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artifacts occurred

less frequently than unworked

hearth activity unit 2.

bone elements in

An important question which comes to mind is

whether our counts reflected WPA collection strategy or indicate that
distinctly different activities occurred in hearth area 2 as opposed to
areas one and three.

The fact that no unworked faunal remains were

recorded in hearth areas 1 and 3 suggests to me that WPA crews were
using different recovery methods.

Abundant unworked bone was found at

other locations in the Pictograph Cave complex, and it may have been
decided during excavation or
faunal elements from Ghost

in the laboratory to discard

Cave

because of logistical

unworked

problems in

cataloging, labelling, and curating these materials.
One very interesting aspect of hearth unit 2 was the apparent lack
of cultural materials associated with it.

Figure 22 shows a histogram

of the vertical distribution of cultural materials and the
location of the hearth.

vertical

As noted by Lewis, cultural material was not

associated with the feature and the majority of artifacts were found in
sediments overlaying the hearth.

Perhaps the hearth was a remnant of

very early occupation at Ghost Cave, and cultural materials were later
deposited over the area of occupation.

This bit of evidence suggests

that Ghost Cave was occupied longer than has been assumed.
cultural

Because few

materials were associated with the deeply buried hearth

feature (see

Lewis' hearth

description,

page 165), there

information available to characterize that early occupation.

is no

Given the

presence of Middle Period cultural remains in Pictograph Cave, it would
not be surprising to find that Middle Period people also used Ghost
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Cave.
Hearth activity unit 3 was located on the level upper terrace near
the back of the cave.

This was the most sheltered of the three hearth

unit locations and would have made a favorable occupation site during
periods of cold or inclement weather.

Hearth area 3 had the least

amount of cultural material of the three hearth units.
pieces was present

in the University of

Montana

A total of 49

collection, and 44

pieces were recorded in the Oscar Lewis field notes.

This follows the

pattern identified earlier that the crew found fewer artifacts on the
upper terrace of the site than on the terrace slope.
As in the other

hearth

units,

projectile

points and endscrapers

(34.1% and 27.2% respectively) were the most numerous artifact types
recovered, 61.3% of the total of all cultural remains.

But, although

projectile points outnumbered endscrapers almost three to one in hearth
areas 1 and 2, endscraper frequency of occurrence in hearth area 3 is
near that of projectile points.
Figure 24 compares raw

material percentage frequencies for the 3

analytical units from the UM data base.

Figure 25 is a graph which

compares artifact type percentage frequencies for the 3 hearth areas
using the Oscar Lewis field notes data base. These figures show some
very

distinct

frequencies.

similarities

in artifact class and type

percentage

One distinct way in which the hearths differed was that

much unworked bone lay near unit 2.

As discussed above, this pattern

may reflect archaeological collection strategy rather than prehistoric
behavioral patterns.
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Although

interesting differences occur, the comparison of these

three hearth units suggests that similar activities occurred in or near
each of the three arbitrary hearth unit areas.
co-occurrence and
Barbed

bone

This I interpreted from

percentage frequencies of

points,

blades,

shell

plaques,

recovered

artifacts.

awls, human remains,

projectile points and endscrapers were noted in each unit.
explanation for

A possible

this is that these three locations were occupied

concurrently, and the three hearths are areas where distinct family or
social

groups

conducted

similar

activities.

Another

possible

explanation is that these loci resulted from activities around hearths
which were not concurrent, rather they represent changing locations of
activity or dump areas through time.

Unfortunately from

the

data

available from Ghost Cave I was not able to reconstruct clearly the
past behaviors there.

Question 9 - How
Pictograph

Cave

do the artifact assemblages from Ghost Cave and

III

differ?

How

might

these

differences

or

similarities by explained?

Discussion - To explore the possibility that Ghost Cave and Pictograph
Cave may have been used differently,

I chose to compare data from the

Ghost Cave assemblage with that from the Late Prehistoric horizon at
Pictograph Cave.

Specifically, I compared information about artifact

types, cultural material frequencies and features to discern if similar
kinds and amounts of activity occurred between the two locations, or
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whether

distinct

differences are apparent.

If Pictograph Cave and

Ghost Cave were used in the same way and for the same activities there
should be similarities in assemblages from the two locations.
were distinct

If there

differences in the function of the two caves, these

should be apparent in the assemblages for the Late period occupation at
the site.
Tables 12 and 13 summarize artifact counts from the Late Prehistoric
period from Ghost Cave and

Pictograph Cave. In reference to these

tables, the following observations can be made.

-Eighty percent (1672 of 2088 pieces) of the Late Prehistoric cultural
materials recovered

from the

Pictograph

Cave complex (excluding

excavations in Empty Gulch and unworked bone frcm the site) came from
Ghost

Cave.

This data suggests that,

although

Pictograph

Cave

contained well preserved evidence of Late Prehistoric occupation and
abundant unworked bone pieces, most camp activities occurred in Ghost
Cave.

Because only a limited

place

in

Empty

Gulch

amount of controlled excavation took

during

the

WPA

excavation,

stratigraphic control there was poor, I am

and

because

unable to determine the

comparative intensity of occupation in Empty Gulch.

Excavations by

Mulloy in 1942 did locate a Late Period house (Mulloy.l958:78); its
presence suggests that the intensity of Late Period occupation in Empty
Gulch may have been high.

-Pictograph Cave contained elaborate rock art, but no such art has ever
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been reported from Ghost Cave.

-Endscrapers and projectile points make up about 62% of the existing
assemblage from Ghost Cave (1044 of 1675 pieces) but make up only 23%
(95 of 416 pieces) of the Pictograph Cave assemblage.

-More

barbed

bone

points were

present

recovered at Pictograph Cave (1).

in Ghost

Cave (6) than were

Barbed bone points from Ghost Cave

tended to be located near hearths.

-More kinds of what I called "ceremonial or adornment" artifacts were
recovered from Ghost Cave than from Pictograph Cave.

-Several "Indian Beds", containing vegetation and matting underlain by
layers of sand and charcoal, were located under rockfall at Pictograph
Cave (Anonymous,Billings Gazette,1937:Vanaman,nd).

No such features

were recorded in Ghost Cave.

-Ceramics are reported from Pictograph Cave but no pottery was found
within Ghost Cave.

-While chipped stone artifacts made up approximately 72% of the Ghost
Cave assemblage (1497 of 2088 pieces), only about 45% of the Pictograph
Cave

assemblage (188 of 416

pieces) consisted

artifacts.
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of

chipped stone

-More arrow shafts were recovered from Pictograph Cave (52) than from
Ghost Cave (30), and arrow shafts and other wooden artifacts made up a
much greater percentage of the Pictograph Cave assemblage (about 12.5%
of the total) than the Ghost Cave assemblage (approximately 1.5% of the
total).

These

Pictograph Cave.

percentages may
Some of the

result from

better

richest finds from

preservation in

the Late Period

occupation at Pictograph Cave were located under large angular rockfall
slabs which resulted in excellent preservation of perishables.

The clearest

difference

between assemblages from Ghost Cave and

Pictograph Cave was the much lower frequency
cultural remains from Pictograph Cave.
from substantially larger
Cave.

of

Late

Prehistoric

These numbers do not result

volumes of fill being removed from Ghost

In fact greater amount soil matrix from the PCIII level were

probably removed from Pictograph Cave.

Part of this difference may be

explained by the fact that the Protohistoric component at Pictograph
Cave, Mulloy's Pictograph Cave IV horizon, was not stratigraphically
distinct from the Late Prehistoric material, and there may have been
some inaccuracies when a temporal affiliation was assigned to certain
artifacts.

Nonetheless I believe that the evidence clearly points to

distinct differences in the

use of

the two caves

during the Late

Prehistoric Period.
The presence of rock art in Pictograph Cave and not in Ghost Cave is
also an important distinction.

If, during the Late Prehistoric Period,
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Pictograph Cave's primary function was a place where art was created,
we might expect less evidence for domestic activity there than might be
found elsewhere at the site. Clearly in terms of habitation, Ghost Cave
offered better protected from the elements.
that

remains unanswered

But an important question

is why did only Pictograph Cave serve as a

location for rock art?
These questions cannot be answered at this stage in the research of
the Pictograph Cave complex, yet the available evidence does suggest
that distinct intrasite patterning does exist there, and more detailed
examination of all available data from all locations in the site might
provide important insights into the behaviors and social organization
of Late Prehistoric inhabitants there.
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CHAPTER 5z CONCLDSIONS AND SOHHARg

During

this study

I

presented the following

information and

observations:

Environmental diversity and availability - The Pictograph Cave complex
is located at an interface zone between the Yellowstone River valley
and

the

rolling

upland

areas.

The

location

offers

excellent

environmental diversity including fresh spring water and access to a
wide range of raw material, floral and faunal resources.

As such the

"catchment area" for the site probably allowed the site occupants to
utilize a broad based procurement and collection strategy.
The Yellowstone valley

near

Billings contains many

kill sites.

These indicate that a large bison population occupied the valley during
prehistoric
actively

and

protohistoric times and

pursued them.

The topography of the
Pictograph

Cave

may

that

prehistoric

people

Ethnographic reports also corroborate this.
Yellowstone
have

been

River

valley in the

partially

vicinity

of

responsible for funneling

north-south migrating bison herds through the area.
The Pictograph Cave complex is easily accessible but is not exposed
to groups travelling along the
provided a

corridor

which

Yellowstone

River. The river

valley

afforded easy travel and a concomitant

exchange of ideas and goods among groups.

The

presence of

Pacific

Coast shell in the Late Prehistoric assemblage from the Pictograph Cave
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complex suggests that an active trade

route existed in the area at

least during that time period.

Spatial

patterning - Most

artifacts and features in the Ghost Cave

collection were recovered from the cave slope area
upper terrace.

below the level

Far fewer cultural remains were recovered from the flat

upper terrace of the cave, a location which might logically be the most
hospitable area for habitation.

This suggests that either

activity

areas in the cave were focused near the cave mouth on the terrace
slope, or that regular "house cleaning" activities by the cave occupant
resulted

in the

redeposition of

deposits from the upper terrace

deposits down the terrace slope.
If activity was focused near the mouth and not in the cave interior,
this might suggest that the Ghost Cave was usually not occupied during
periods of

very cold weather

when the shelter of the interior cave

would be most welcomed.
The west half of the upper cave terrace contained relatively few
artifacts and features.

It is interesting to note that the cave slope

area directly below this low artifact frequency zone contained cultural
material concentration with the greatest number
greatest

variety of artifacts.

of features and the

This suggests that the west

upper

terrace of the cave may have been used for special activities which
produced low artifact counts, or that regular disposal or cleaning of
artifact debris down the terrace slope occurred in the area. A similar
pattern might result if this area were covered with robes, skins, or
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matting.

This also would have inhibited artifact loss into the cave

deposits.
The many projectile points and endscrapers and their clustering with
hearths in Ghost Cave suggests that rehafting or retooling of hunting
and

processing equipment was a

there.

predominant

activity

which occurred

Because this activity is normally regarded as a male activity,

Ghost Cave may have served, for at least part of its occupation, as a
hunting camp for groups of males. Hie very high frequency of these
artifacts at Ghost Cave indicates that the site may have acted as a
staging

area

for

large

scale

communal

interpretation is entirely conjectural.

hunts,

however

this

If the occupation at Ghost

Cave was associated with communal hunting activity, the

presence of

several artifacts which are of a ceremonial nature at the site may be
byproducts of ceremonial activity associated with the hunt.
In some ways the assemblage from Ghost Cave is not typical for the
Northern Plains region and may hold important clues to the identity and
origin of the Late Period occupants of the site (i.e.

barbed

bone

points, shell technology, trade goods). While projectile points from
Ghost Cave fall well within the normal pattern for Late Prehistoric
weaponry on the Northern Plains, several aspects of the assemblage are
unique.

This might indicate that the Late Period occupants of the site

were culturally different from other groups in the Northern Plains at
that time.

If so, this underscores the potential pitfalls that one

encounters in using

projectile

point morphology

ethnicity or cultural identity.
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as an indicator

of

Tntrasite patterning - Good evidence for intrasite patterning exists
for the Pictograph Cave complex. As such the site probably contained
important information about the social and spatial organization of the
prehistoric groups which occupied the site. Unfortunately, much of that
information has been removed from the site or has been subsequently
destroyed over the years.
Judging from
Pictograph

Cave,

artifact
Ghost

Prehistoric activity.

count

Cave

comparisons from Ghost

served as the focal

point

Cave and
of

Late

Due to the limitations of the data, I am unable

to characterize the intensity of Late Prehistoric Period occupation in
Empty Gulch. But the presence of a Late Prehistoric house feature in
the gulch does suggest that some domestic activities took place there.
Both caves appear to have served as specialized use areas. As noted
above, Ghost Cave may have functioned as a hunting kit processing area
and possible ceremonial location.

Pictograph Cave is the only location

on the site which contains rock art.

Hie comparatively lew counts of

cultural material in Pictograph Cave indicate that the intensity and
range of activities which occurred at Ghost
Prehistoric Period did not occur there.

Cave

during

the Late

This comparatively low level

of activity in Pictograph Cave may reflect the primary function of the
site was associated with the creation and enjoyment of rock art rather
than a habitation zone.
Another possible explanation is that the types of activities which
occurred in Pictograph Cave simply did not result in great amounts of
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debris byproducts during the Late Prehistoric period.

Summary

From available information, Ghost Cave appears to have functioned
primarily as a location for the retooling and rehafting of hunting and
processing tools.

Because of the apparent intensity of this activity

in the cave, I believe that the site may have served as a staging area
associated with communal

hunting activity.

The Billings Bison Trap

site near Billings contains artifactual materials very similar to Late
Prehistoric and Protohistoric items from the Pictograph Cave complex
(Mulloy,1958).

This buffalo kill, and/or

other

kill

site in

the

Billings area, may be associated with the Late Period occupation at the
Pictograph Cave complex.

Several lines of evidence might be explored

to investigate this possible connection.
at the

Pictograph Cave complex and

Scrutinizing faunal elements

nearby

kill

sites might

be a

fruitful line of inquiry, and comparisons of the similarities of lithic
assemblages between the Pictograph Cave complex and local kill sites
might also shed light on this problem.
Both Ghost Cave and Pictograph Cave appear to have served special
functions.

If true, we would expect to find most evidence for domestic

activities in the gulch area below the caves.

If communal hunting

activity was associated with occupation of the Pictograph Cave complex
during the Late Prehistoric Period, we would expect to see evidence for
animal processing activity in Empty Gulch during this time period.
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If the interpretation of the data presented above is accurate, then
the Pictograph Cave complex

contained

very

important

information

concerning the logistics and organization of communal hunting during
the Late Prehistoric Period.

All too often in our research of communal

hunting activity we see only a part of the communal hunting system when
we focus our research on the bone beds and butchering and processing
locations at the kill sites.

If occupation at Pictograph Cave was

associated with communal bison kills like the Billings Bison Trap, it
might

present

us an aspect

of

communal hunting that we know little

about - the logistical, organizational and

ceremonial activities

associated with communal hunting which take place away from the actual
kill site.
Of course given the time span of occupation of the Pictograph Cave
complex during the Late Prehistoric Period, the site may have had other
uses at different time periods or by different groups.

Nonetheless the

interpretation provided above is one way to explain observed patterning
in the assemblage data from the Pictograph Cave complex for the Late
Prehistoric Period.

Future research with the site assemblage, and in

the field should provide additional data which will support or refute
the model presented here.
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